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freethought criticism and satire

THE
ARREST 
OF
LENNY 
BRUCE

On March 14th, a network newscaster reported that 
comedian Lenny Bruce has been sentenced to a year in 
jail and a $1,000 fine “for telling dirty jokes.”

It isn’t quite that simple.
Early in December, Bruce was arrested during one 

of his performances at the Gate of Horn night club 
in Chicago.

Ostensibly, he was charged with obscenity.
But even Variety, which has never had an abund

ance of empathy for Bruce’s point of view, speculated 
that “the prosecutor is at least equally concerned with 
Bruce’s indictments of organized religion as he is 
with the more obvious sexual content of the com ic’s 
act. It’s possible that Bruce's comments on the Catholic 
church have hit sensitive nerves in Chicago’s Catholic- 
oriented administration and police department.”

The fact is that a few nights after the arrest 
(Bruce had been released on bail and was working 
again), the captain of the vice squad who had ordered 
the arrest came into the Gate of Horn, and the follow
ing dialogue ensued.

Copt. McDermott: I’d like to speak to the manager.
Alan Ribback: I’m the manager.

McDermott: I’m Captain McDermott. I Want to tell 
you that if this man ever uses a four-letter word in 
this club again, I’m going to pinch you and everyone 
in here. If he ever speaks against religion, I’m going 
to pinch you and everyone in here. Do you understand?

Ribback: I don’t have anything against any religion.
McDermott: Maybe I’m not talking to the right 

person. Are you the man who hired Lenny Bruce?
Ribback: Yes, I am. I’m Alan Ribback.
McDermott: Well, I don’t know why you ever hired 

him. You’ve had good people here. But he mocks the 
Pope—and I'm speaking as a Catholic—I’m here to 
tell you your license is in danger. We’re going to have 
someone here watching every show. Do you under
stand?

Ribback: Yes.
And so it came to pass that the Gate of Horn’s 

liquor license was suspended. There were no previous 
allegations against the club, and the current charge 
involved neither violence nor drunken behavior. The 
only charge pressed by the city prosecutor was Lenny 
Bruce’s allegedly obscene performance.

And Bruce's own trial had not yet been held.
(Continued on Page 28)
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Malice in Maryland
by Madalyn E. Murray

1 Editor’s note: Longtime Realist readers will recall 
the Kafkaesque misadventures of Madalyn Murray and 
her son, Bill, in their challenge of compulsory Bible- 
reading and Lord’s Prayer-recitation in Maryland (and 
consequently all) public schools. Now that the case is 
going to be decided by the U.S. Supreme Court, Mrs. 
Murray has become a commodity of the mass media, a 
target of public hostility and an object of private 
pygmalionism; her family is under police protection.]
If I can’t come through this case the same offensive, 

unlovable, bull-headed, defiant, aggressive slob that I was 
when I started it, then I’ll give up now. My own identity 
is more important to me. They can keep their gawd-damn 
prayers in the public schools, in public outhouses, in public 
H-bomb shelters and in public whorehouses.

I am being tainted, corrupted, worked over, used, re
molded, undone, reworked and tarnished. I am under pres
sure, suasion, used in power politics, maligned, abused, 
damned with faint praise and otherwise handled. I don’t 
care what people think—and I am tired of the voices clos
ing in from all sides:

“Madalyn, for Christ’sake, don’t greet those TV men 
in your bare feet.” “Madalyn, didn’t you wear a bra for 
the Supreme Court, even?” “Madalyn, you can’t say ‘Fuck 
the religionists’ on a national radio network.” “Madalyn, 
you don’t dare give this speech tonight when you offend 
the Jews’ religion in it.” “Madalyn, put down that daquiri, 
there arc photographers here.” “Madalyn, get the hell out 
of that picket line before you are recognized.” “Madalyn, 
you just can't belt those boys merely because they belted 
Bill.” “Madalyn, if you pull that again, he’ll charge you 
with contempt of court.” “Madalyn, you can’t be seen walk
ing arm in arm with a Negro.” “Madalyn, you have got to 
say you are an agnostic, this atheist bit makes you into a 
Communist.” “Madalyn, why in the hell don't you wear 
some make-up?” “Madalyn, will you please quit talking 
about Anarchy.” “Madalyn, you have to quit lampooning 
Kennedy.” “Madalyn . . .” “Madalyn . . .” “Madalyn . . .”

And then the mail rained down. These are authentic 
quotes from letters I havo received:
• Two weeks ago I asked you to send me a picture of your
self in a G-string. I have not yet received. . . .
• I own only 4,000 shares of A.T. & T., and my problem is 
whether to convert to. . . . P.S. Here is my 50c a month 
pledge. Please acknowledge by airmail, special delivery, 
registered, certified mail.
• Dear SiBter Murray: I am in my seventeenth reincarna
tion. I vividly remember that day they nailed me to the 
cross. . . .
• Your picture was in the Evening Bulletin. I am sitting 
here with a hard-on, writing this letter. . . .”
• I notice you own your own home. If you could sell this 
and send me the proceeds in a certified check, I would. . . .
• Christ is ever with us. . .
• You Communist whore. How dare you spread your vile 
filth in this nation, the greatest, the most wonderful, God 
given. . . .
• You have a lot of nerve expecting people to help you 
with money. If you are not in this for your principles. . . .
• Hurrah for you! We need more people who are willing 
to stand up and be counted. However, I must remain anony
mous because. . . .
• I see you are divorced. If you can support me. . . .
• Three months ago I sent you a manuscript to edit, print, 
and have published. I felt that by now I would be receiving 
royalty checks, but you slimy. . . .
a  ,.«*

• I am instructing my attorney to sue you for three-quar
ters of a million dollars. . . .
• Don’t you see the folly of trying to be open about this ? 
You should join the Unitarian church and. . . .
• I know you are only in this for the publicity, so I’ll be 
frank. If you could include me somehow in your next TV 
interview. . . .
• Your manuscript for our October issue has been received.
I am deleting the first 15 paragraphs as being top militant. 
The next section dropped because of being entirely too bold 
is. . . .
• I see your son is 16 now. I have this wonderful 13 year 
old daughter he should meet. She is only two months preg
nant. . . .
• I understand you need a job. Our Negro maid quit us be
cause of our overworking her. This position is open to you 
because we are on your side... .
• You are a brave and wonderful woman. I know you get a 
lot of contributions for what you are doing. I need $300 by 
the end of the week... .
• The issue of Atheism vs. Religion is one which divides 
the masses. In these perilous times, we Communists feel 
you must drop your case so that the masses can unite 
against the Capitalist swine who. . . .
• As a Birchite, I know you must understand the urgency 
of turning the tide against the Communist swine. . . .
• The real battle today is not with religion. We Trotskyites 
discern the basic issues. . . .
• Don’t waste time on fighting religion. The most noble 
issue of Racism is before us now. . . .
• I understand that you paid your attorney $1,000 to 
appear in the United States Supreme Court for just one 
day. This is a ridiculous waste of the money we have con
tributed to you and I want my $2.00 returned. . . .
• Last month I sent you a newspaper clipping which you 
have not acknowledged to date. If this is how you treat 
those who arc fighting with you. . . .
• You are handling your case all wrong. What you must do 
immediately. . . .
• Enclosed you will find 17 pages of suggestions on how to 
be more effective in your present case. . . .
• My husband receives your newsletters and I want you 
to know you are breaking up our home. What will my poor 
children do. . . .
• In June of 1961 I sent you $3.00 [but] after reading 
Mr. Arnoni’s column. . . .

(Continued on Page 15)

Some O f My Besf Friends Are Artlovers
From Bill Slocum’s column in the New York Daily 

Mirror:
I tell another man’s story here. He has just re

turned from his native Austria and when he told me 
this tale it startled me. I tell it without comment. I 
doubt that any comment is possible.

This man returned from Austria told me he had 
come across an old friend. He asked the friend how 
he had fared during the war and the friend replied, 
“They put me in a concentration camp in 1943. But 
it could have been worse. The German guards treated 
me well. Or better than they treated the others.”

The man asked his friend how he had accom
plished this miracle of decency on the part of the con
centration camp guards. The answer was, “I carved 
statues for them. Dozens of statues. All of the same 
thing.”

And what was it that all the German concentra
tion camp guards wanted?

The fantastic answer was, “Statues of Jesus 
Christ.”
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Editor’s note: On December 20, 1962, a panel of six 
—Harry Adler, Richard Claus, Laura Godofsky, Irwin 
Rosen, Carole Quinn and Avima Ruder (who diligently 
translated from tape to typewriter)—interviewed me 
in Chicago for The Maroon—the University of Chica
go’s newspaper—where excerpts appeared. The ques
tioners have, been amalgamated here into a sort of 
collective impolite interviewer.
Q. You’re 30 now and we’re not. What were you 

doing 8-9-10 years ago?
A. I was worrying that some day I’d become 30. I 

was also in college, and I was working for The Inde
pendent, an anti-censorship paper.

Q. What did you do in between The Independent 
and the Realist—and how did the Realist get started?

A. I had been doing some free-lance stuff for Mad 
magazine and sold a couple of things to the Steve Allen 
show, and more and more I became aware of the taboos. 
You know. Mad really was for teenagers. This was 
their market. The publisher had said to me: “We’re 
not going to change horses midstream when the horse 
has a rocket up its ass.” And they had special meet
ings as to whether they should try to appeal to adults— 
and occasionally they do try—but basically it’s remain
ed a teenage magazine which would kid about Presi
dent Eisenhower’s golf-playing rather than his lack of 
any definite statement on integration, and about Presi
dent Kennedy’s hairdo rather than his Cuban policy.

At that time, there were all these slick magazines— 
from the Saturday Evening Post to Harper's—saying: 
“What has happened to satire in this country?” Every
body was talking about it, but—to coin a cliche—no
body was doing anything about it. There was a fine 
article in Esquire by Malcolm Muggeridge titled 
“America Needs a Punch," for example.

And all these things, combined with my having 
worked in little night clubs as a comedian and not 
liking the notion that people should have to go to night 
clubs for topical, controversial satire, plus the avail
ability of a mailing list of 3,000 supplied by William 
and Helen McCarthy (he’s dead now and she’s a re
tired teacher), resulted in the Realist.

And then I took a vocational aptitude test, and the 
findings showed that I should edit a freethought mag-
June 1963
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azine, so that clinched the decision.
It started with no capital. Lyle Stuart — whose 

managing editor I had been at The Independent—gave 
me free office space and advice and encouragement— 
and the people on the McCarthys’ mailing list were 
given the chance to subscribe to the Realist in advance; 
they could get their money back if they didn’t like the 
first issue. So, in the summer of 1958, I put out a good 
first issue—

Q. How many people asked for their money back?
A. Just one, out of about 600. Then I put out a 

lousy second issue, but it was too late for the remain
ing 599. I lived out of my savings for the first couple 
of years, and now I make my living working for Play
boy.

Q. What’s your circulation now?
A. About 20,000. The readership, though, may be 

as high as 100,000 because it gets seen by a lot of peo
ple who don’t buy it.

Q. Who are afraid to subscribe?
A. Not necessarily afraid; maybe they’re just 

cheap.
Q. We -were sitting around the other day, speadat- 

ing about how the Realist gets through the mails. What 
do you think of this theory: that Edward Day lets it 
through only to use it as an example of his benign 
liberality when he’s banning everything else?

A. Well, first of all, the Post Office isn’t banning 
“everything else.” And in any case I doubt that it gets 
up as high as J. Edward Day. Censorship is pretty 
much of a local problem. I might have more trouble 
with the Realist if it were mailed in a small town, be
cause I think each little post office is arbitrary unto 
itself. But the reason it gets through is simply because 
it doesn’t violate the obscenity statutes. The use of cer
tain 4-letter words, in and of itself, doesn’t constitute 
obscenity. The Supreme Court ruling was that some
thing has to arouse the prurient interests of the aver
age person—

Q. Who wouldn’t be reading the Realist anyway . . .
A. That’s snobbery—but it’s beside the point, be

cause I believe the Supreme Court ruling is too con
servative— I believe that people, average or otherwise, 
should be allowed to have their prurient interests 
aroused. If the censors really wanted to be consistent, 
they’d ban that ad where a sexy dame says, “It tastes 
like tomato juice to me.” That arouses me, so the V-8 
ad is obscene. I think the ad, “Does she or doesn’t she?” 
is obscene. That always arouses me—she's always there 
fooling around with this little kid . . .

Q. How about those New Yorker ads?
A. Oh, sure, the perfume ads in the New Yorker 

arc terribly obscene. But there’s nothing in the Realist, 
really, that would ever arouse anybody’s prurient in
terest—-and if it did. well, that’s their problem. I’m not 
ethically against arousing somebody’s prurient inter-(

The Realist is published monthly, except for July and August, b> 
the Realist Association, a non-profit corporation fov -d-d t, 
William and Helen McCarthy, to whom this magai-n,. .« Hod"*'- 
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est—although it’s such a sad, absurd waste of time and 
energy—but one purpose of the Realist is to fill the 
void, and since there's no void in the arousal of pruri
ent interests by other publications, I don’t even have 
an editorial excuse to do it.

Q. Speaking of obscene, or arousing-prurient-inter
est commercials, have you seen the Julie London Marl
boro commercials? She's walking into this house and 
she's singing, “You get a lot to like with a Marlboro” 
—in just that seductive tone.—and she sits down, and 
there’s a guy there and he leans forward and lights her 
cigarette.

A. What really makes that obscene is—if you know 
anything about the advertising industry—it’s quite de
liberate, and they coach Julie London to get this qual
ity.

Q. That was Philip Wylie's phrase: “Are you a 
good lay?”

A. Is that question part of the interview? Yeah, 
I’m a great lay.

Q. You say you started with 600, and now you're 
up to 20.000—

A. I assume you’re talking about the Realist’s cir
culation—

Q. Yes—why has the R ealist’s circulation increased 
so much?

A. I think it’s because the stuff that goes into the 
Realist is stuff that comes to me or out of me that I 
want to share with other people who will appreciate it, 
and the very reason I want to share it with others is 
why they want to share it with still more people—and 
so the circulation has been built up mainly by word of 
mouth. It’s: “Hey, look at this; isn’t this wild; isn’t 
this interesting; did you know this; isn’t this funny?”

Q. What sort of people subscribe to the Realist?
A. I guess it’s younger as opposed to older—say, 

under 40 as compared to over 40. But that’s a generali
zation, because I know there are people in their 70s 
and 80s who subscribe; they’re chronologically old, but 
they have a certain young point of view, and this is 
perhaps what all the readers have in common: an irrev
erence for all the pious bullshit that surrounds us.

But the Realist seems to transcend barriers of for
mal education and occupation—one day a Ph.D. and 
a window washer with the bucket still on his back both 
came in to buy back issues. Another day a delightful 
old lady and a young fireman came in.

Q. Maybe he just wanted to burn it . . . local book
burning campaign—you have to get something to con
tribute. . . . Is there any regional difference in your 
circulation?

A. Well the greatest circulation is in New York 
City, only because we have the best newsstand-and- 
bookstore distribution there. The subscriptions are 
generally in direct geographical proportion to the popu
lation.

The Realist is semi-banned in Chicago, because 
after John Justin Smith blasted it in the Daily News 
as “A Magazine the Reds Would Like” (see issue #30), 
it was kind of unpopular to carry it. Also, the dis
tributor here who handles the Nation and other mag
azines wrote me that they wouldn’t distribute the 
Realist because they were “disturbed by the frequent 
use of four letter words.” There was “Love” and— 
anyway, the Realist is now distributed in Chicago by 
the vice-president of an ice cream company, Chuck 
01 in, who got in trouble with the Health Department
4

recently when he advertised rum raisin ice cream “For 
Adults Only.”

Q. What do you do for Playboy?
A. They have a feature called “The Playboy Panel” 

—a kind of-Open End in print—which is more-or-lcss 
my department. I’m listed as a contributing editor.

Q. You mean you're Playboy in all those discus- 
s ions ?

A. Not all. At first I was thinking of changing my 
name legally to Paul Playboy so that people would 
know it was me, but it really isn't me; when I inter
view somebody I try to keep myself out of it as much 
as possible, and in the final edited form Playboy fills 
in the questions in their own language.

(?. Have you ever considered opening up Realist 
Key Clubs?

A. Only facetiously. As opposed to the Playboy 
Key Clubs, where theoretically you’re not allowed to 
date the Bunnies, here you would not only be allowed 
to date the Realmates, but it would be mandatory or 
you would lose your key.

Q. What is Hugh Hefner really like?
A. Hugh Hefner is really like Jack Paar.
Q. Tell us some more.
A. Hefner is a quiet, shy guy who’s desperately 

hooked on Pepsi-Cola. I’ve found him to be a generous 
host, a shrewd businessman and a skillful editor who’s 
very conscious about being ethical. And this isn’t ass- 
kissing my boss, either. Playboy represents in part a 
certain materialistic value which I refuse to put down, 
because it doesn’t harm anybody. This is my criterion. 
I consider the whole Playboy concept a reflection rather 
than a cause, and if you find anything in it to criticize, 
then damn the million-and-a-quarter who support it 
rather than damning the magazine itself.

Look. I’m a guest at Hefner's mansion now, and I 
don’t have the slightest guilt about living in luxury, 

(Continued on Page 16)

Hard-Core Pornography
Does she or doesn’t she? Only her hairdresser 

knows for sure . . . and he doesn’t care!
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The Food & Drug Administration vs. Scientology
by Thomas F. Pinch 

Director of Administration 
The Founding Church o f Scientology

The U.S. government, through the Food and Drug 
Administration, has attacked the organizations and 
practitioners o f Scientology in the United States. Since 
the organization is incorporated as the Founding 
Church of Scientology, this may be considered a direct 
attack on the religious freedom and the right to phil
osophical inquiry o f every American citizen.

Thirteen years ago a book was published which at
tracted a great deal o f public interest. The name of 
the book is Dianetics: The Modem Science of Mental 
Health, by L. Ron Hubbard. The essence of this book 
was the discovery that irrational behavior by man 
(other than that which is caused by a lack of know
ledge of the facts) stemmed from a stimulus-response 
mechanism very much like a post-hypnotic suggestion.

A hypnotized subject given a post-hypnotic command 
to take off his coat when the hypnotist touched his tie 
would feel compelled to do so when this occurred. When 
asked to explain his behavior he would then rationalize 
or justify his action by asserting that the room must 
be warmer (or some similar reason). This, basically, 
was a beginning point for a further understanding of 
the mechanisms of compulsion, inhibition and ration
alization, the 8 major elements of irrational behavior.

Further investigation revealed that periods of emo
tional trauma, physical pain, shock, or any form of 
semi-consciousness rendered a person subject to the 
implanting of responses similar to the post-hypnotic 
suggestion.

For example, a boy attending the funeral of his 
recently deceased father, if he were greatly upset by 
the loss, might be affected by the smell of flowers pres
ent as he looked at the corpse o f his father. In later 
years the smell of flowers could act like the hypnotist's 
signal and restimulate the feeling of loss and remorse 
—without the person’s knowing the source of his sud
den depressed feeling.

Various techniques of bringing to the individual's at
tention the source of his compulsions, inhibitions, re
pressions, etc. were tried with varying degrees of 
success using the ‘'workability” principle of applied 
science.

A major breakthrough occurred as a result o f exper
iments with the psychogalvanometer (a simple ‘‘wheat- 
stone bridge” electrical apparatus) which employed 
two electrodes held in each hand of the subject, with a 
tiny, battery-powered current passing through his body 
and registering any change of electrical resistance in 
ohms on the meter dial. A direct correlation between 
the emotional intensity of thoughts of the subject and 
the change of electrical resistance of the body was 
found to exist.

It was also found that repeated recalling of the 
exact details of previously painful incidents (physical 
or emotional) reduced the degree o f reaction on the 
meter and, accordingly, also reduced the degree of re
action or stimulus-response behavior of the person in 
situations previously affected by this earlier incident.

(Continued on Page 6)
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by K. L. Milstead 
Deputy Director 

FDA Bureau of Enforcement
Concerning the recent seizure of E meters on the 

premises of the Founding Church of Scientology at 
Washington, D.C., the following are the facts concern
ing the seizure.

This action was filed under the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act against the E meter device. No 
charges were made against any individual. Seizure of 
the devices was made in the possession of the Academy 
of Scientology and the Hubbard Guidance Center. The 
“Academy” trains “auditors,” who treat “pre-clears” 
(patients). The Guidance Center receives money for 
the service of auditors in improving people’s health.

Before making this seizure, a very careful investiga
tion was made by our organization. The investigation 
developed that the E meter is nothing more than a 
simple galvanometer for conveying and measuring 
minute amounts of current from a small dry cell battery 
which is passed through the body when the tin can 
electrodes of the circuit are held in the hands.

In a previous case involving a device of comparable 
construction, we had been able to establish that this 
type of machine has no value whatsoever in diagnosing 
or treating any disease of man. Nonetheless, the volu
minous literature distributed by the Academy and the 
Guidance Center contains many representations that 
this device will treat and diagnose, detect and eliminate, 
all mental and nervous disorders and such serious dis
eases as arthritis, cancer, stomach ulcers, radiation 
burns, and poliomyelitis—which are all classified as 
psychosomatic ailments in the literature.

The investigation further developed the fact that a 
belief in the religion of Scientology was not a necessary 
part of either diagnosis, treatment or cure. People were 
being treated by this worthless machine on a straight 
fee basis, without any requirement that they have any 
interest in the Founding Church. Indeed, during an 
inspection on October 17, 1062, the top members of 
this organization advised our inspectors that the bene
fits of the E meters could be achieved by any individual 
without any interest or belief in the church.

We have a statement from a person who was told at 
the Academy that the religious angle was adopted for 
tax purposes. We have a written explanation by L. Ron 
Hubbard to the effect that the religion idea would en
able practitioners to get into hospitals, prisons and 
other places where they otherwise would not be per
mitted. And we have a promotional statement that use 
of a religious title will increase the practitioners’ 
earnings among polio victims. We have a letter signed 
by a responsible person in the organization claiming 
the devices to be diagnostic machines.

We are confident that we have the facts to establish 
that the E meters are diagnostic and therapeutic de
vices and not religious symbols or tools.

Before undertaking this case, we submitted all of 
the facts to our General Counsel’s office and they were 
discussed in considerable detail at the Department of 
Justice. Of course, the possibility that the religious 

(Continued on Page 6)
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S C I E N T O L O G Y
(Continued from  Page 5)

Here was an exact tool which could eliminate the ele
ment of subjectivity from emotional improvement tech
niques.

The meter thereafter provided a reliable guide to 
which incidents or ideas were of the greatest signifi
cance or importance in a case. Intensity of meter reac
tion related directly to the intensity o f the individual’s 
compulsive response in life.

During early investigation much evidence was accu
mulated to imply strongly that:

1. Man was basically an ethical being and acted 
otherwise only when reactively compelled to do so. The 
increase of individual responsibility after processing 
(the term used to describe the application o f Scien
tology procedures) indicated this directly.

2. Man was not basically an animal as asserted by 
Wundt in 1876 in Leipzig. Germany, but rather he was 
a life entity, or spirit, and existed in an eternal "now” 
with the cycles o f creation, growth, decay and destruc
tion o f bodies and civilizations occurring around him.

The pragmatic evidences o f this were the consistent 
realizations o f subjects being processed that they had 
lived before and had many bodies. Meter reactions 
supported this totally, and even more significant were 
the change and improvements wrought in the individ
uals who had suddenly become aware o f this. (They 
had not been led into it, since processes used do not 
require an acceptance of this or any other dogma, nor 
do they deliberately lead one to this supposition.)

The spiritual implication introduced into the early 
study o f Dianetics caused a definite split between those 
who were willing to proceed opcnmindedly, confronting 
and examining whatever evidence might 'appear, and 
those who were unwilling to go against the tenets of 
current authorities in the field o f the mind. The result 
was the incorporation of the new mental science as a 
church. In the United States it is incorporated as the 
Founding Church o f Scientology, and abroad is known 
as the Hubbard Association o f Scientologists Inti.

Although the evolutionary process of experimenta
tion. application, observation and re-experimentation, 
application and observation has sometimes produced 
sporadic results temporarily, as new techniques were 
perfected and professional practitioners were retrained, 
the following by-products of this technology aimed at 
improving the awareness and increasing the ability of 
the human spirit were almost always obtained:

1. Substantial increases in I.Q.
2. The elimination o f feelings o f illness (psychoso

matic).
3. The improvement of physical appearance and a 

reduction o f the apparent age of the individual.
4. A gradual elimination o f compulsions, inhibitions, 

repressions and other emotional disturbances.
Spiritual healing and counseling is legal in the 

United States and the freedom to believe and practice 
religion as one sees it is guaranteed by our Constitu
tion. The tools of the professional Scientologist are 
tested and proved to an extent never approached by any 
comparable religious or secular, spiritual or mental 
healing practice. We hold that the right to freedom of 
inquiry and conviction is the cornerstone of our Ameri
can heritage and we implore that every like-minded 
citizen support our defense of our civil liberty.
6
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(Continued from  P age 5)

defense would be made was recognized, but our attor
neys concluded after reviewing the facts we had col
lected that this serious health menace could be dealt 
with without any involvement in religious questions.

How  to Lure Customers
A handbook for luring prospects into the Scientol

ogy fold was included in the seizure of documents 
and E meter—an electronic device patterned on a lie 
detector—ordered by District Court in Washington, 
D.C. at the request of the Food & Drug Administra
tion. This "professional auditors bulletin"—written by 
former science fiction writer L. Hon Hubbard—states:

“Auditors seem too shy to accost people on the 
street: although industrialists show some interest, 
they seldom show cash, and although the psychoana
lytic contact where one sits in an office with a sign 
outside the door and waits for the flies to walk into 
the spider web, is very definitely in use in scientol- 

i ogy, as it was in psychoanalysis, it still is not suc
cessful.” The "major proven methods of dissemina
tion”:

METHOD I: TALKING
• The "I will talk to anyone” method—the gist of 
the plan is to put an ad in the newspaper saying: 
"Personal counselling—I will talk to anyone for you 
about anything. Phone Rev. so-and-so between hour 
and hour." When people call up and ask the minister 
to talk to someone for them, wrote Hubbard, their 
problems evaporate in the phone call, but that is not 
the minister’s purpose; he wants to get them into a 
weekly group processing unit so he should "credit the 
fact that this is a pretty big problem” and should re
quire a personal interview with the person calling. If 
the minister can’t get the name and address of the 
person calling, said Hubbard, he can always get the 
name and address of the person the caller wants him 
to communicate with: one or the other is then inter
ested in attending a church session, joining the church 
at some small membership fee, and getting into 
"group processing.”

METHOD II: HOOKING
• The "illness research” method—this also involves a 
newspaper ad. Suggested nd: “Polio victims—a char
itable organization investigating polio desires to ex
amine several victims of the after-effects of this 
illness. Phone so-and-so.” Explained Hubbard: "The 
interesting hooker in this ad is that anyone suffering 
from a lasting illness is suffering from it so as to 
attract attention and bring about an examination of 
it. These people will go on being examined endlessly.”

METHOD III: EXPLOITING
• The "casualty contact" method—this has the ad
vantage of “requiring little capital and being highly 
ambulatory.” All it needs is "good filing and a good 
personal appearance." Hubbard elaborated: "Every 
day in the daily papers, one discovers people who 
have been victimized one way or the other by life . . .

I  One takes every daily paper he can got his hands on 
and cuts from it every story whereby he might have 
a preclear . . .  As speedily as possible, he makes a 
personal call on the bereaved or injured person . . . 
He should represent himself to the person or the per
son’s family as a minister whose compassion was 
compelled by the newspaper story concerning the 
person."

In all three methods, the goal is to move the cus
tomer from group processing to individual attention 
at a fee.
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Epizootics
by G. Legman

It is with a certain diffidence that I announce to 
the world at this time my discovery of the Science of 
Epizootics, which I conceived and brought to birth, 
myself personally, wholly without the assistance of 
any woman. Women are always banging things around 
terribly in their wombs and spoiling them.

I therefore did without. I, in this tremendous de
livery, availed myself solely of my own penile possi
bilities (as will be explained later) in over forty-one 
years of research (I admit to being only thirty-one 
just now, but will explain all that later) and now pre
sent the results to suffering humanity at a very reason
able price: $4 for the hard-cover job, 25c for the semi
pulp digest version published two weeks earlier, in the 
April Fool issue of Incredible Science Frauds, and 
courses available for the degrees of Epizook, First and 
Second Sucker-Circuit, at from $175 to $500, complete 
with a special three-page book of directions, as will 
also be explained later. (This will be explained later.)

You will observe, in the Incredible SF publication, 
that I state on page gimmel (toward the bottom) that 
the $4 book is made purposely hard to understand and 
is really strictly the crap. Please do not pay any atten
tion to this if you have already bought the $4 book, as 
it was maliciously inserted by an evil “enzyme” 
(NzCffU235) after the page-proofs were already cor
rected and out of my hands. All this will be explained 
later, when we have finished decorating our six beau
tiful branches in New York (two blocks from the 
Psycho-ptooey[-Analytic Institute), Paris, Honolulu, 
and West Metuchen, New Jersey.

I would like to say here, before going any further, 
that Epizootics, on which I have been working for the 
last fifty-one years with a staff of seven other unem
ployed Engineers, wholly under water (in an old ga
rage donated to us by the editor of Incredible SF, who 
is getting his cut), is without a doubt—and is abso
lutely and unconditionally guaranteed to be—the finest, 
the most modern, the most widely advertised, and the 
glossiest-finished 25-cent psycho-fakeological-religion 
anywhere on the market today. Please do not patronize 
our cheap cruddy competitors.

Certain persons (whose identity is known to me) 
have been spreading it around that I am not suffi
ciently trained for the job of discovering Epizootics. 
However, as any fool can plainly see, inasmuch as I 
discovered the goddam thing myself, I am really the 
only person competent to decide whether I am the 
right person to discover it or not. This is called the 
Scientific Method. No? Yes. Heil Hitler!

Furthermore, I really am sufficiently trained. My 
family is one which has always been interested in 
things Scientific. We are an old Engineering family 
from away back, my great-grandfather on my mother’s 
side (womb: ptooey!) being the well-known L. “Casey” 
Jones of the Santa Fe line. Look at my record. From 
1917 B.E. (Before Epizootics), when I was born, 
through 1922—think of it, until the age of five—I 
spent a great deal of time studying these matters. Not, 
I must admit, in a very expert way, considering how
Junt 1963
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young I was (though a Supermind even then), but 
with endless enthusiasm and, of course, the great un
tapped Biological Heritage that we Engineers (Heil!) 
are famous for.

From 1925 through 1930, during my public school 
years—including one year (1931) at the Yeshivas Rab- 
beinu Yankov Yosef on Henry Street, where I special
ized in Meatball Engineering (with Ketchup)— I stu
died further. I delved. I threw myself into the part. I 
played doctor. And now, look! I am a doctor! I’m cur
ing people. I’m curing them of stuff they never would 
of known they had if I hadn’t told them. “Enzymes!” 
It’s my own invention. And I never had a lesson in my 
life. I made it all up myself. And boy oh boy oh boy 
oh boy, lookit that money roll in. (This will not be ex
plained later.)

Then I graduated. (“Was graduated” is more cor- 
recter, I know, but I have learned to play dumb when 
chiselling off the rabble—“to sleep with pigs, nor lose 
the common touch,” as Shakespeare puts it. Heil!) I 
went to work for the old Lobscouse Magazine, a semi
pulp, and turned out 100,000 words a month, regular, 
using my own name, L. Alexander Gershon (call me 
Al) as well as six other pseudonyms, and selling 97.9%. 
One month I wrote the whole issue of Lobscouse, plus 
a Broadway play, ten novels, a slick serial, two ghost 
jobs—one on The Personality Gland and Where to Put 
It, and another which I am not at liberty to divulge— 
meanwhile, of course, not stopping for an instant do
ing my research on Epizootics. Don’t forget that. I 
never stopped. I believe I am the only man living who 
can write 100,000 words a month, plus other commit
ments—that’s 3,333 words a day, or about 300 words 
an hour (five a minute) working only ten hours a day 
so as not to strain my brain—and yet spend the other 
fourteen hours a day every single day for sixty-one 
years discovering Epizootics. I never slept. The won
der, to me, is that I didn’t discover the damn thing

Editor's Note
“Epizootics” was first published in “Neurotica,” 

a weird little magazine which lasted for nine issues. 
The article was a parody of Dianetics, a cult whose 
thesis was that trauma occurs during the pre-natal 
stage. G. Legman carried this theory to its ridiculous 
conclusion with Epizootics, “demonstrating the basic 
cause of all neurosis in father’s tight-fitting jock
strap.”

Dianetics evolved into Scientology. When the foun
der of both, L. Ron Hubbard, was informed of the 
recent FDA raid on Scientology headquarters, he 
cabled from England: "All I can make of this [seiz
ure! is that the U.S. Government, not some special 
interest using the Government, has launched an at
tack upon religion and is seizing and burning books 

I of philosophy. . . .”
Wrote G. Legman from France, in granting us 

permission to reprint his article: “Can’t really believe 
these baby-Cagliostros and Reichs still find suckers. 
But if you say so. . . .”

A complete collection of “Neurotica” will be pub
lished in one volume this Fall at $12; pre-publication 
price (until July 1st) is $9.50. G. Legman’s classic 
study in censorship, “Love and Death,” will be re
published in April at $3.75; soft-cover edition is priced 
at $1.75. Both “Neurotica” and “Love and Death” are 
available from the Realist.
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long ago, so I could stop fugging around writing pulp. 
Please do not imagine that the non-Epizootic material 
I was turning out was bad. It was terrific. It had 
“enzymes.” It was as full of enzymes as a mule’s hind
end is full of ----- (Later. With the case-histories.)
There was, for instance, my terrific story, “Ultimate 
Brown-olT” where I explain how the civilians are rabble 
and the high muckety-mucks in the Army are muck, 
and how us Junior Engineers (Heil!) should run the 
world for its own goddam good or give it a bayonet up 
the old pazooka. People complained about this. They 
said it was fascistic. But they were rats. Red rats. I 
would never let them take the course in Epizootics and 
become Zooks. There are, incidentally, only twenty 
Zooks in the world: myself—I count for 1.98765433333, 
but call it two—and eighteen others, including three 
who still have their Nazi uniforms left over from Tech- 
mockracy, and only we deserve citizenship (Heil!) 
But of this, more later.

And now—now—it is later. I mean to say, this, 
this right here and now, is Later. This is when all 
truths are unveiled.

PART II
First I will give you a little lesson in Scientific 

Method. In this I am like Kinsey. In fact, I am better 
than Kinsey. Kinsey gives you a short course in sta
tistics and then fobs you off with a lousy 5,300 college 
kids &c. to work up figures from for the whole “human” 
race. (United States only. Foreigners are not human. 
Negroes are not human. They get a special supple
mentary out-house volume. Only white Nordic engineers 
like me and Kinsey are human.) But I will do better 
than Kinsey. I will give you a refresher course in Sci
entific Method and then make up all the goddam figures 
out of my own head. Case-histories too. Why not? 
Look at all the practice I got working as an Engineer 
(hack writer) for Unbelievable Science Phonies Mag
azine.

Axiom 1. The fundamental rule of life is—MAKE 
DOUGH!

Axiom 2. With the dough, make bread. Feed the 
bread to your kids. It is the staff of life. Don’t give 
your wife any. She has a womb. Wombs are bad. (That 
was Axiom 3.)

Axiom 4. Make up a lot of junk, and then when any
body asks you how you know, say in a loud voice: “It 
works. If it works it must be so. Theory can come 
later.” This is the heart of the Scientific Method.

Axiom 5. Go back to Axiom 1 and begin all over, 
but on a higher Epizootic plane. In this way you spiral 
instead o f circling, and the “enzymes” get a chance to 
do their work.

There you arc. You now know as much as I do about 
Scientific Method. There is just one other thing. Let 
us call it Axiom 5J/£.

Axiom 5V-2• Get an honest publisher for your junk. 
Do not go to any of the old, crooked firms. Go to some
body new in,the business, with a name just like some
body else that it is easy to confuse him with. This 
makes it simpler to get credit. Like if there is a big 
company named Macmillan specializing in Science, 
about how the moon hit Mars in the beezer, and For
ever Amber, and stuff like that: then you go to some
body called McMillan. You get ti? No a. That will fool 
the jerks. And the big M keeps your publisher out of 
court. Do not go to any crooked old opportunists. That 
is axiomatic.
&

Now another thing. This is not absolutely essential, 
but it can’t hurt. Get some dentist or drug-store clerk 
from the midwest that nobody ever heard of to write 
an introduction for you. Refer to him all the time as 
“Dr.,” also as “the well-known atom-bomb scientist.” 
That scares people and they listen. Or you can even get 
a real doctor. They don’t cost much more. Also, stick 
in a glossary of whatever phony gobbledegook you use 
(norks and anableps in the magazine; enzymes and 
zooks in the book) plus a one-page quote—dressed up 
as an Appendix—from some old nickel Blue Book on 
the history of history or the Science of Science, and 
dedicate your book to the author. That flatters the ass 
off him and he lets you use his name in the ads. Or you 
can always cut him in on the take, along with all the 
other Introducers, Illustrators, &c. It goes over big 
with the jerks.

This schematic (Fig. 1) was drawn for the Epi
zootic Institute of West Metuchen, New Jersey, by L. 
Claude Dooglers of Western Union (2nd Assistant En
gineer in charge of smashing busted bikes). It ex
presses succinctly the very soul (zoot) of Epizootics, 
and will also build one hell of an FM tuner if you can 
get the tubes. Men, Dooglers lost his job for drawing 
this schematic. They said to him, “Dooglers, any Engi
neer who’d put his name to a drawing like that ain’t 
fit to carry guts to a bear. Turn in your key to the 
executives’ toilet.” They canned him. A martyr to Epi
zootics. The first . . . but there will be others. I have 
spoken. Heil! See Plans B, C, and 4Q2 (the one where 
we all smoke opium).

All right, now for some red-hot case-histories. 
Don’t worry, you can get away with anything if it’s 
case-histories. KrafTt-Ebing (or however you spell it) 
proved that long ago. And look at Havelock Ellis, when 
he gets into that bathtub with the Florrie dame. Wow. 
Besides, you can always make up the conversation: 
“Thus when Oscar Wilde extols the Greeks . . .  all he 
seems to mean is: ‘I should like a world . . . with plenty 
of sunshine and lots of yummy scantily-clad teenagers 
who can’t say No.’” Oh brother! This is not from 
Epizootics, but from a Mr. W. H. Auden in Partisan 
Review, April 1950, page 392; but the idea is the same. 

CASE LS/MFT 
Patient repeated name “Zeke” several times, the 

Epizook (therapist) asking him cautiously what inci
dent in his pre-fetal life this reminded him of. High 
sonic-pismo of “garbage” with optimum vizio-schizio. 
This experiment can be repeated by anyone, anywhere, 
and is my reply to those critics and “psychiatrists” 
who say I am either crazy or a crook. After repetition 
of the “demonic” word several times, with no result, 
the patient was at 3.2 and coming on fast with the 
comc-on. The pctcr-metcr was applied—Epizootically— 
to his Dear Old Dad who'd been dead for twenty years, 
and five negative enzymes of crud (basic-basic-basic) 
were removed through the usual hole. The patient be
gan to moan.

epizook : All right. You’re at 3.0. Shall we give with 
the garbage?

p a t ie n t :  Here it comes; an’ lemme tell you, it’s 
basic-basic-basic!

mother (speaking through patient): Why you 
lousy, no good, chippy-chasin’, cork-soaking son o f a 
bitch. Where in the fuggin hell do you get off calling 
me “your little sweetheart”?! (Intensified epizootic as 

(Continued on Page 12)
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DO WE OWN OURSELVES?
by Miriam Allen deFord

Editor’s note: The writer is a highly-respected pro
fessional; this article, however, was declined on the 
grounds of taste—eliciting a long letter of defense in 
each case—by a total of 8 slick magazines.
It is the first Wednesday of the month—the day 

the Board meets to consider applications. In the ante
room of the big Rest Center in every city the usual 
group is waiting; in a few cases, where applicants are 
physically unable to attend, they are represented by 
near relations or by lawyers. Every applicant has al
ready filled out a detailed questionnaire before being 
summoned to a personal interview.

The Board is made up of responsible and distin
guished citizens, serving a yearly term without pay, 
appointed by the governor of the state. By law it in
cludes a judge, an internist, a psychiatrist, a lay psy
chologist, and college or university professors of phil
osophy, sociology and economics. The chairman for each 
state is appointed by the Federal Dept, of Welfare; 
he or she is the only paid and permanent officer.

The strongly confidential hearings last as long 
(sometimes for several days) as is necessary to give 
full, unhurried attention to each individual applicant. 
He does not receive an immediate decision; within one 
month he is notified whether his application has been 
accepted, and if the verdict is favorable, his definite 
date is set for a day, not sooner than three weeks 
away and not later than six, for use of the facilities 
of the Rest Center.

Many withdraw their applications either before 
the Board’s decision or during this waiting period— 
which is one reason there is no hasty judgment. An 
applicant who withdraws is not penalized, except that 
he cannot reapply during the next five years.

When the date approaches, the Candidate for the 
Boon (as the applicant is popularly known) sends word 
to his friends and relatives. There are printed cards 
for this, but it is considered Non-U or Out not to write 
personal notes.

Unless he is one of those unfortunates who are iso
lated in society, or unless he is physically disabled, he 
leads a full life for the last week or two of his waiting 
period; everybody wants him as guest of honor at some 
friendly gathering. Usually this is climaxed by a for
mal reception (which occasionally so convinces a Can
didate of his value to his friends that he sends in a 
last-minute withdrawal notice). Meanwhile he sets his 
financial and personal affairs in order.

When the day comes, he makes his private farewells 
to those nearest to him—it is a mark of breeding that 
these shall be brief and quiet—and proceeds alone to 
the Rest Center, dressed in his customary attire. There 
he is greeted and checked in, and directed to his as
signed room. There are a few double rooms for the 
rare instances where husband and wife have been ac
cepted together.

He lies down on a couch, and takes as long as he 
wishes for prayer, meditation, or reading. Then, at his 
signal, the odorless gas is let into the room. Up to that 
very minute he has been free to change his mind, mere-
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ly by pressing another button.
If he desires, he may have a sedative injection, but 

that is seldom required; the gas has no unpleasant 
physical effects, and high-strung, excitable persons sel
dom have their applications granted. After the pre
scribed time ventilators wash away the gas, a psysician 
enters and pronounces the Candidate dead, and his re
mains are claimed and disposed of in accordance with 
arrangements previously made.

Of the applicants for the Rest Center perhaps half, 
after thorough investigation and consultation, will be 
denied. They will not simply be curtly so informed and 
dismissed; each case will be followed up by trained 
professional workers, and more lives will be saved and 
be made bearable and useful than will be lost. As I 
have said, even some of those accepted will before their 
date withdraw their applications, whether by change 
of circumstances or change of mind. They, like the un
accepted, will remain under observation and be helped 
if help be possible. . . .

The preceding is a picture of the attitude of a 
rational society toward would-be suicides. As one edi
tor put it to me, “Quite likely it is a workable blueprint 
for a service which will be available about 2063.’’

How many people dead by their own hand would be 
alive, well, and happy today if they had always known 
that if their load became too heavy for their strength 
there was such an honorable, sensible way out? We 
could all “hold on another minute” if we were sure 
that the minutes need not be indefinitely prolonged. 
But there would still be the irreducible minimum who 
would be granted the Boon, without stigma on them
selves or their families.

You will not find the described Board or Rest Cen
ter, or any approximation to them, anywhere today as 
actuality. Yet what a beneficent contrast they provide 
to the current attitude, where every suicide is regarded 
as a lunatic or a coward or a sinner.

As Schopenhauer said: “Obviously, no one has a 
greater right to anything in the world than h|p own 
person and life.” Only those who conceive of man as 
merely an immortal spirit temporarily confined in a 
physical body can quarrel honestly with that dictum. 
Even many of these would agree with John Stuart 
Mill that “over himself, the individual is sovereign.”

The ancient Gauls and Teutons thought suicide the 
only passport to Valhalla for those not killed in battle. 
The ancient Greeks thught it not only justifiable, but 
often honorable and commendable; so did the Romans; 
so did and do the Japanese. The Bible itself takes in 
its stride what Socrates called “the visible necessity 
of dying”: there are seven suicides described in the 
Old and New Testaments, and not one is condemned.

In some Greek states men over sixty could receive 
permission to kill themselves— and were sometimes 
provided with poison as well. Plato allowed suicide for 
“extreme poverty, sorrow, or disgrace.” The Stoics re
garded “as an essential part of human freedom the 
right to continue here by our own consent.” Seneca, 
who was himself a Stoic, said: “Man should seek the 
approbation of others in his life; his death concerns 
himself alone.” Would he have been wiser or nobler to 
have let himself be waylaid by Nero’s hired assassins 
rather than philosophically to have opened his own 
veins?

Peter Freuchen has remarked that among the 
Greenland Eskimos suicide is common: “When life is
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heavier than death, then no man hesitates to make an 
end of his torment.”

In fact as well as in thrillers, spies and resistance 
fighters are supplied by their principals with the means 
of killing themselves if they are captured, rather than 
run the risk of betrayal under torture. There were 
plenty of people who asked why Gary Powers had 
failed, when his U-2 was brought down, to use the 
poison which was seized with his other equipment. 
Suicide under such circumstances may be not only a 
right, but a duty—a demonstration not of cowardice 
but of supreme courage. (And remember the govern
ment-supplied suicide pills in On the Beach?)

Yet by and large the very subject is one which peo
ple shrink from discussing. As Glanville Williams says 
in The Sanctity of Life and the Criminal Law: “The 
normal person instinctively rejects the idea of suicide 
in ordinary circumstances, and this makes the subject 
a displeasing one to discuss.” Edward R. Ellis and 
George N. Allen, in their book. Traitor Within, note 
that it "generally is considered too terrible to face. It 
provokes prudery, squeamishness—even horror.” A 
writer in the B.B.C. Listener says “our attitude to
ward suicide is still basically one of contempt.” And 
Dr. Karl Mcnninger observes that “there almost seems 
to be a taboo on the serious mention of it.”

And yet every day, every hour, almost every minute, 
some human being somewhere in the world deliberately 
ends his or her life.

Suicide in 1957 was the fourth highest cause of 
death in the United States in the 20 to 45 age-group, 
the fifth highest in the 15 to 19. We think, and justly, 
that we have a high homicide rate in this country. But 
our suicide rate is five to ten times higher!

In 1958 (the latest date for which statistics are 
available), 18,519 persons killed themselves in the 
United States alone (qnd we are only eleventh on the 
national list), and about 131,000 tried to do so and 
failed. The exact number of attempted suicides is never 
known: in only two states is an unsuccessful attempt 
a punishable offense, and even in England (where it 
is theoretically subject to two years’ imprisonment) it 
is seldom prosecuted; innumerable suicides, both suc
cessful and unsuccessful, are hushed up or pass as 
accidents.

True, many suicides involve psychotics or extreme 
neurotics. Many are based (so far as any suicide can 
be said to be based on any single actuating factor) on 
what would seem to a normal person superficial and 
trivial grounds: a schoolboy hangs himself because of 
a bad report card; a man shoots himself rather than 
face a sudden frightening advancement in responsibil
ity in his job; a woman jumps off a bridge because her 
husband had complained of her extravagance.

But many more are committed by well-integrated, 
wholly rational men and women. And all have one thing 
in common: a human being has reached such a point 
of desperation that death—whether he conceives of 
death as nothingness or as some form of survival—is 
preferable to going on living.

The coroner o f one of our largest cities noted re
cently that the highest incidence of suicides was in 
the marginal neighborhoods of cheap rooming-houses 
and hotels, and among men over 65. Who has the right 
to tell a man who has worked hard all his life, who can 
no longer secure work, who has no one near and dear 
to him, that he must drag out weary, useless years on
10

the pittance of social security instead of choosing his 
own clean, decent exit from the world? A 61-year-old 
homeless, jobless man who had tried unsuccessfully 
three different times to kill himself, at last succeeded. 
Before he died, he said only: “I’m tired of being a 
bum.”

I have for some reason known closely many more 
persons who killed themselves than most people seem 
to do. As I review what I know (no one but the person 
himself knows everything) of the personal entangle
ments and disasters of those men and women, I should 
conclude that at least half of them did well to do what 
they did.

Last year a woman I knew took an overdose of 
sleeping pills. She had severe heart disease, she had 
lost a lifelong battle against alcoholism, she was 57 
years old, she was unable to work and was living on re
lief. Was it better for her to have endured a few more 
miserable years? Is it better to face approaching senil
ity, or a remaining lifetime of helplessness, to become 
one of the faceless zombies in a charity institution or 
a heartbreaking burden upon one’s family, than to put 
a quiet end to a life that in no sense is any longer 
worth living?

And what of the cases of persons dying from long- 
drawn-out incurable diseases such as inoperable can
cer? Nowadays the attending physician sees to it that 
such patients are as far as possible relieved of un
bearable suffering, and even the Roman Catholic 
Church now grants that a doctor may withhold treat
ment that would merely prolong the agony of a mori
bund patient. (It was Sir—and Saint—Thomas More 
who in his Utopia justified suicide for incurable pain
ful disease.) But why continue indefinitely the inevit
able mental distress of the patient and his loved ones? 
As Dr. Percy Bridgman, the Harvard physicist (who 
had inoperable cancer) wrote in his suicide note: “It 
isn’t decent for Society to make a man do this for him
self.”

It is easy to say: Why don’t people, faced by situ
ations seemingly insoluble except by death, consult a 
clergyman or a psychologist or a social worker?

Sometimes they do, and remain unconvinced. Some
times they dare not, lest they be institutionalized as 
insane, or even taken into custody as criminals. Most 
often it is literally impossible for a person in such a 
state of mind to be articulate about his deepest prob
lems, though he could become so with anyone in whose 
understanding and wisdom and lack of preconception 
he had real confidence.

As it is, it is understood that anyone he consults, 
under our present mores, will inevitably try to dissuade 
him, not consider his situation dispassionately and 
without bias. This applies particularly to all the “Sui
cides Anonymous” and similar agencies set up to deal 
with the problem, like the phone service in West Ber
lin (which incidentally now has the highest suicide 
rate in the world), the avowed purpose of which is to 
dissuade. What he needs is a person or persons of wis
dom and experience and sympathy to consider and 
judge without prejudice—and without certainty in ad
vance that there will be only one way the decision can 
go. In other words, he needs the Board of the Rest 
Center.

I shall be told that in advocating a permissive sys
tem I have omitted an entire category of suicides, per- 

(Continued on Page 12)
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modest proposals
by John Francis Putnam

Good old Charlie Schulz, who writes and draws 
Peanuts, is making a lot of money out of a little book 
called Happiness Is a Warm Puppy. The book tells 
what happiness is. Not everybody knows what happi
ness is. We know it exists, but we’re not sure what it is 
even when it happens. As with a successful orgasm, 
it is something that everybody is supposed to have and 
enjoy, but it is possible that everybody feels so guilty 
about the whole thing that when it does occur it is not 
recognized.

You see, we Americans are so undeservedly rich 
and comfortable and materialistic that we have to keep 
having happiness re-defined for us, and so far the only 
successful definitions seem to be in terms of experiences 
we recall from our childhood. Yes, happiness, accord
ing to Schulz, is playing in a sand box without fight
ing; a woolly sweater; etc.

A few adult definitions of happiness are needed, 
and we herewith modestly propose them.
• Happiness is when you suddenly discover an easy 

money-making idea while defecating.
• Happiness is when nobody in your club has an un

pronounceable last name.
• Happiness is when you meet an FBI man socially 

and feel completely at ease.
• Happiness is when you find out that somebody in 

authority whom you fear has the same ridiculous 
hobby you have and is just as sheepish about it.

• Happiness is remembering how as an adolescent 
puritan, you discovered that girls like sex too.

• Happiness is when he says, “Yes, but even when I'm 
only wearing a bathing suit I carry protection."

• Happiness is when, on your first visit to a new girl 
friend’s apartment, you find—while snooping in her 
medicine cabinet—that she does have a diaphragm.

• Happiness is the smell of a new book.
• Happiness is when there’s no traffic anywhere and 

you can walk down the middle of a city street.
• Happiness is when you dine with old friends and the 

talk is so good you forget what was on the menu 
afterward.

• Happiness is when you suddenly realize that you 
have been totally free from anxiety for the last three 
days and you don’t panic.

• Happiness is the complete and unqualified enjoyment 
of the obvious.

• Happiness is when you’re past forty and can still 
get an erection from just thinking about a certain 
girl.

• Happiness is when she says, “If you promise to be 
a good boy, you can sleep on the couch,’’ then leaves 
the door to her bedroom open.

• Happiness is when you happen to be laying the girl 
everyone else in your crowd is afraid even to make 
a pass at because she blushes easily and is obviously 
so sensitive.

• Happiness is when that typical American family 
passes an ‘agency smile' around while posing with 
The Product.

(Readers’ happinesses are cordially solicited.)
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G q iw o o w

The Story of a Cartoon
Editor’s note: Scratched on a back wall of Dudley 

Riggs’ Cafe Espresso in Minneapolis is this legend: 
“Pray Frequently for Guindon’s Well-Being.” It re
fers to the Realist’s cartoonist laureate, Richard 
Guindon, now in New York.

When he sent me the cartoon which apponrs on 
this page, my instinctive reaction was that it should 
be published here, but that I’d probably have to think 
through some rationale for it since there would un
doubtedly be accusations of “sick humor.” I men
tioned this in a note to Guindon.

Although the satirical implications of a cartoon 
should be unnecessary to explain in an accompanying 
text, I thought I would share with you Dick Guin
don’s response:

“The Blind Woman really exists, you know. She 
wears a sign made of paste-up letters very neatly 
asking if we thank God, etc. She bothered me for 
some reason. The average American is such a walk
ing guilt-complex, anyway. Her logic seems to be 
this—‘You can see only because God lets you. I can’t. 
You owe God something, so give it to me. I’ll split 
with him.’ She is a self-proclaimed receptacle with a 
slot on the top of her head, placed here by the good 
Lord. Also, you see the implied threat, don’t you? I 
give her some money (thereby acknowledging my 
guilt to everyone). ‘See, I’m giving her 63c,’ you 
scream at the sky. ‘For the love of Christ, Jesus, 
don’t strike me blind!’

“The cartoon came a few weeks after I had this 
thought.”

Meanwhile. Guindon’s recent cover cartoon has al
ready become something of a classic. Many readers 
have framed it. Orson Bean of “Never Too Late" and 
Anthony Newley of “Stop the World—I Want to Get 
Off” have it on their dressing room walls. Issue #39 
is still available at 25c, or 12 copies for $1.
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E P I Z O O T I C S
(Continued from Page 8)

she snips off Vs of an inch of the father’s foreskin with 
a scissors named Delilah. Note sonic-pismo connection 
with the contact-word “Zeke.”) Contacting the patient’s 
epizootic two inches further down in the penile appa
ratus, just beyond the point to which he had risen in 
8emine in his father’s left testicle, the Epizook deter
mined beyond a shadow of a doubt that this trauma 
had occurred halfway between his poor masochistic 
father’s last monthly nose-bleed and his next-to-last 
not counting Odd-John-Thursdays. I here repeat my 
challenge to “skeptics” to test these results by any 
method known to Science, and I might point out that 
Freud (ptooey!) and Rank and Tristram Shandy may 
have discovered the birth-trauma, but none of them 
ever went as far with it as the father’s left teste, did 
they?

epizook: Continue, you bastard. Recount the en
zyme.

pa tien t: The pressure is terrific. I feel something 
going in and Out. What in the name of goodness can 
it be?

mother (grinding her knee into father’s groin and 
menacing him with the scissors again): I ought to 
punish you. I ought to make you for to bleed pro
fusely. I ought to stick it in and break it off, you bum. 
(Great intenstification of enzyme Ralph 124c41 -f 
known as Beelzebub, Shadrack, Meshack, and Abed- 
nego, in the old religious form of Epizootics—as the 
mother grabs fatther by both ears with an ear-twister 
named Kiss-Me-Billy The Outlaw.) I’m gonna twist 
’em off and make you eat ’em, you lousy scumbag. I’m 
gonna drag 'em back and let 'em snap. You hear me?— 
snap! (Snap-snap epizootic as patient reels to sink and 
vomits. Coitus-syndrome now begins. Epizook hears a 
“squishing sound” which he recognizes as Sonny Jim 
floating out the window in a silk handkerchief. My 
God, it’s a misfire. This patient has never been born!)

By special request of the publisher, the rest of this 
case history is not printed here, but has been mimeo
graphed on asbestos blotters and will gladly be sent to 
any adult reader above the age of ten who will return 
the enclosed post-card for what we call our “Sucker 
List,” enclosing $20 (for handling and feeling) and 
the torn-out womb of his mother.

KEYING-IN THE ZOOK
We have here a beautiful demonstration of the en

tire “psychology” (as we call it) of Epizootics. The 
patient, in the pre-fetal seminal stage, has risen to a 
point just past the third inch of his father’s subphallic 
apparatus, and is locked somewhere in the seminal 
vesicle by the “Time Clock” psychosis of that lousy 
bitch, his mother. Although simple phallic worship 
rites, such as we used to have in the Navy (and vice 
versa) could allay this situation, it is preferable for 
the Epizook to “kid the patient along” (or “work 
through,” as the new terminology has it) from the 
ampulla to the vas deferens, and so to bed.

The part of the mother in all this is of course en
tirely passive, as befits the Epizootic theory of—as I 
have so well phrased it—Kirche, Kiiche, und Kinder 
(English translation: Epizoot, kid, your swastika is 
showing). If this principle is borne in mind we can 
unconditionally guarantee to cure—without the slight
est possibility of a relapse—all psycho-somatic, soma-
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tico-psychic, psychic, and somatic, and all other ail
ments from Autoeroticism through Zooerastia. Also 
cancer. No other Science can make this claim.

All that the patient has to do is to remain 1. Calm, 
2. Unconscious, 3. Irrational, 4. Solvent (or we’ll kick 
him the hell out of our Institute, whatever them cheap 
imitators of ours styling themselves ‘psychiatrists’ may 
do), and 5. Hysterical. He is then well on the way to 
an Epizootic cure. After 500 hours of this crap, at 
$15 an hour or whatever you can take him for, he is a 
pre-Zook. After 1000 hours he, and you, and every one 
of the 40,000 customers (at the latest count) for this 
nauseating glob of religio-psychiatric pus at $4 a throw, 
can be considered a 100% keyed-in Zook, or scared 
little jerk.

DO WE  OWN O U R S E L V E S ’
(Continued from Page 10)

haps the largest and the least amenable to regulation: 
those motivated by sex—by possessive jealousy, “un
requited love,” or despair over sexual inadequacy or 
deviation. But if even a sexually desperate man or 
woman had been educated from childhood to know 
that in such crises one does not hysterically rush to 
destroy oneself (and perhaps another or others as 
well), but that there is a place available in which to 
find understanding, sympathy, and calm objective ad
vice, which course would even such a person be more 
likely to follow?

To say that we did not choose to be born and there
fore have the right to choose how long we shall live, is 
a cliche—but cliches are often timeworn truths. Nat
urally, no one whose sincere religious faith forbids it 
will ever commit suicide unless he is of unsound mind, 
so the question of religion does not enter legimitately 
into the discussion.

Undoubtedly those monolithic faiths which claim a 
monopoly of truth, and hence take it upon themselves 
to try to order the lives not only of their own adherents 
but also of the majority who disagree with their con
tentions, will strive mightily to prevent any public rec
ognition and condonation of suicide from ever coming 
into existence. But by the time most governments— 
which means most people—have come to see the com
mon sense and common mercy of some such system, let 
us hope the power to do more than make a futile pro
test will have diminished.

For one important effect of such a system would be 
to reduce enormously the actual number of suicides.

People kill themselves because, for one reason or 
another, they are in utter despair and hopelessness. If 
they knew that when everything else failed there was 
an accepted way out, they would be far less prone to 
impulsive, violent, bungling attempts of their own— 
especially if, as should be the case, any attempted sui
cide not in accordance with the official system were 
rigorously prosecuted as a felony.

It is safe to say that there are few of us to whom 
at some time in our lives the thought of suicide has not 
occurred. Some day, perhaps, when we have become 
really civilized, everyone will echo the words of Wil
liam Vogt in his People! A Challenge to Survival: 
“The suicide who decides, under certain circumstances, 
to choose his own time and make a dignified exit de
serves our respect rather than our pity or condemna
tion.”
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Truth, Untruth and The Moral Chain-Effect . . . by James Council

“Please don’t underestimate what you have done, 
for you are the first one (with the exception of cer
tain physicists) who have given the concept of ‘striking’ 
a new meaning; you know better than I that by doing 
so you have given an impressive example, for Barney 
McCaffrey has followed in your footsteps, and I am 
convinced that a third will follow in his footsteps. This 
must become a chain reaction, we have to see that it 
becomes one. Therefore I am making the following 
suggestion:

“While in the U.S. the correspondence between 
Eatherly and myself [i.e.. Burning Conscience—a book 
in which Claude Eatherly, who acknowledges his guilt 
for leading the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, is shown to be the moral counter-image of 
Eichmann, who claimed innocence because he had 
‘merely followed orders’] has remained a rather un
known document, it plays a great role in European and 
Asiatic countries; in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
for instance, it has reached its 30,000 mark, and this 
despite the fact that it sharply contradicts the official 
government line. Thus new editions are coming out in 
very short intervals.

“Now I would like to add an appendix to the text 
. . . entitled ‘The Moral Chain-Effect’ [in which] I 
would like to report about your case and the case of 
McCaffrey in order to give other people, particularly 
teachers, in all the twenty countries in which the book 
has appeared, an encouraging example; in short: to 
actually set the chain effect in motion. Not only lies 
have to be manipulated, but we have to manipulate 
truths, too, simply in order to make them visible and, 
through their visibility, effective. . . .”

—excerpt from a letter to James Council 
from Gunther Anders in Vienna, Austria

Several weeks ago I heard that Paul Krassner had 
criticized me at Town Hall for refusing to participate 
in public school shelter drills because he had heard that 
I agreed to take part in a “shelter drill” in an actual 
attack.

I was stunned to learn that not only Paul, who at 
the time had little information to go on, but also per
sons directly involved in defending me before the Board 
o f Education and all its administrative creatures, did 
not know the truth. Among these were Paul Goodman 
of my local school board (which supported me, 7-1). 
and Clarence Senior, the only member of the Board of 
Education who supported my position. I also learned that 
the other Board members decided the case under the 
assumption that I had made this equivocal statement 
about “shelter drills” during an attack.

I had never said it.
The administrators all along the chain urged me 

to take part and return to teaching; they knew their 
only hope was in changing me, since they would not 
change themselves and have long since conceded their 
inability to change the system. Intimidation is their 
main source of strength.

And so they said, as they have subsequently said to 
Barney McCaffrey, who alone has joined me in oppos
ing the drills—and they said it with all due phony 
solemnity—“Would you abandon your children in an 
actual attack?”

Their resources for manipulating thought are in
exhaustible, it seems. Or shall we assume they are in 
earnest and sincerely believe that a bombardment of
Jun« 1963
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metropolitan areas with hydrogen bombs will end like 
the fairy tale, with a “shelter drill” and all living hap
pily ever after?

I have said they, although the one person instru
mental in falsifying my position was Acting Superin
tendent Bernard E. Donovan. I told him that I would 
not discuss the absurd fantasy o f “a shelter drill dur
ing an actual attack” but that, if  I were reinstated, 
my exemption from all Civil Defense exercises would 
in no way limit my sense o f responsibility to care for 
the children in an emergency o f any sort. He chose to 
distort this position by giving nonsense a logical ap
pearance in order to expediently dispose o f the case, 
as follows (with italics added to emphasize his falsifi
cation of my position):

“During the hearing before the Superintendent, 
Mr. Council was repeatedly assured that there was no 
attempt being made to interfere with his personal be
liefs or his conscientious objection to nuclear warfare. 
He was told that if he would participate in shelter 
drills, he could have his license restored. On direct 
questioning, Mr. Council repeatedly stated that he 
would not participate in shelter drills. He did state 
that if there were an actual attach, he would go to the 
shelter with his pupils. . . .

“It does not appear that the supervision of chil
dren during a shelter drill in any way violates a con
scientious objection to nuclear warfare. As a matter 
of fact, Mr. Council’s statement that he would partici
pate in shelter drills if there were an actual emergency 
but not during the practice drills, casts considerable 
doubt upon the philosophical soundness of his conscien
tious objection to shelter drills as an adjunct of nuclear 
warfare. His willingness to participate in time of war 
would seem to make his refusal to prepare for such 
participation wilful disobedience rather than conscien
tious objection.”
Acting Superintendent Donovan’s statement, from 

which the above is quoted, was sent out as a press re
lease to all mass media, without a letter being sent to 
me personally about his denial o f my appeal for rein
statement. I got his one-sentence letter three days later, 
only after I requested it by phone. I first heard about 
it from CBS News, who phoned me for an interview 
after getting the press release. Further, the release is 
sent as a reply to all protest mail received by the Board 
of Education.

Most incredible, this press release was the sole basis

History Got Lost in the Translation
From “The Human Animal” by Western La Bnrre, 

published by the University of Chicago Press in 1951: 
“In fact,- there is evidence that the atomic bomb 

was angrily dropped on a Japan euger for surrender, 
because the news agency Domei mis-translated for 
English broadcast one crucial word—mokusat.su—con
tained in the reply of the Japanese Cabinet to the 
Potsdam surrender ultimatum. It was given a s‘ignore’ 
rather than properly as ‘withholding comment [pend
ing decision].’ The proper implication was that the 
Cabinet had the matter under serious consideration: 
the atomic bomb need never have been dropped. Hid
den connotations are the terror of human languages.”
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for the Board of Education's confirmation of Donovan’s 
denial of my appeal o f his—its author’s—arbitrary 
termination of my teaching license.

Bernard E. Donovan stated further that the hearing 
in his office was “conducted in an atmosphere of sym
pathetic consideration for Mr. Council’s moral princi
ples." At the hearing he had said, “All teachers must 
obey the rules and regulations." I cited the public 
schools of Germany during the 1930s, where teachers 
were ordered to persecute Jewish children in every way 
possible or else lose their jobs. He said the laws must 
be obeyed until they are changed. I said that this had 
been the primary point made at the Nuremburg trials, 
as it was in the trial of Adolf Eichmann: the moral law 
at all times transcends any orders handed down by 
superiors.

That the Acting Superintendent could not grasp 
what I was saying is made clear by his words in that 
press release: “The right of dissent is fundamental to 
the existence of democracy. Such dissent, however, is 
always within the framework of law."

If “such dissent" could realize itself “within the 
framework of law,” the need for dissent would be 
superfluous, for we would be living under the sway of 
good and just laws.

So I have refused to participate in the charade 
called “shelter drills" in the New York City public 
schools, and I refuse to participate in their ignorant 
fantasies about what would happen in an “actual at
tack.” Such false teaching is a betrayal of the trust 
children put in their teachers. The responsibility of 
educators in this respect has been expressed most 
poignantly by a New York City school child who has 
been refusing to participate in the drills:

. . We are given a false sense of security, and we 
miss a half hour of schooling. We deserve an education 
in truth. . . .  1 ask in the name of all the school chil
dren of the world and for the school children to come, 
that steps be taken to prevent miseducation and an 
education for war. I ask that you not rehearse the 
school children for death."
Ironically, the United Federation of Teachers, in 

urging my reinstatement, felt it necessary to assure 
the Board of Education that there was every reason to 
believe that the other 40,000 teachers in the city would 
.continue to take part in the “shelter drills."

But the actions of Barney McCaffrey and myself 
can have meaning, as Gunther Anders suggests, only if 
they evoke a series of responses from others which, in 
a “moral chain-effect," leads them to live the truth 
rather than “keep the job."

Whitehall Mon Amour
Two years ago in London. Len Williamson, 21, 

picked up Rosaline Williams, 20. He was a policeman 
and she a ban-the-bomb demonstrator sitting in front 
of Whitehall. While he carried her limp body out of 
the street he whispered, “How about a date?” She 
answered, “All right.” Several months later he quit 
the police force.

“She got to work on me,” he said, “and I found 
myself just a little bit sympathetic to her aims. I’ve 
never become a member of the ban-the-bomb move
ment; let’s just say that I can see their point of view 
better now that I'm not a policeman." The latterday 
Romeo and Juliet romance has since broken up, how
ever. And Williamson is now a fireman.

I ,— ..—  - M -  , M,1
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On The Other Hand . . .
by Dave Berkman

Although I, like Jim Council, have been a teacher 
who regards the periodic shelter drills held in the 
schools as the quintessence o f self-deceit, I participated 
in them, following all procedural regulations.

In doing this, I do not believe I acted either cow
ardly or, of more importance, that my action was in
consistent with my belief that the drills are sheer 
idiocy.

As a teacher, my only reason for professional being 
was to teach something called “truth”—whether it be 
factual, moral or otherwise. Therefore, while I fol
lowed all instructions given for the drills—to lead the 
kids into the hall and have them stand up against the 
nearest wall in an orderly fashion—I would spend the 
remainder of the period after the drill indicating to 
them the truth as to what a farce the whole thing was.

For example, I would point out the very practical 
results of such a procedure should there be a real at
tack: “Look at it this way. Since nobody’s going to 
survive a five 50-megaton attack on this city—and as
suming we’re not all instantly atomized into cosmic 
dust—look how easy it makes the undertakers’ job. 
Now all the bodies will be found together in one big 
heap. Instead of having to go through all the mess of 
dragging each one of you out separately, as they would 
if you were scattered around all these classrooms, this 
way they just bring in a derrick and lift you out in 
piles of 70 and 80.”

Many of the kids were already aware that there is 
simply no way to survive an attack on a big city like 
New York. Others who had never given the matter any 
thought would almost all immediately see—and it was 
always one of the kids, rather than I, who pointed out 
this obvious conclusion—that the only defense against 
the Bomb is peace.

The difference between Council and me, then, is 
this: The one class he was teaching at the time he re
fused to participate was made aware of his belief in 
the hypocrisy of these drills. By participating, and 
therefore not losing my license, I was able to make an
other class so aware each succeeding time a drill was 
called.

Council’s act, despite his unquestioned courage, has 
had little meaning. Except for a few teachers who 
have taken up his fight, the vast majority of his col
leagues—and I can report this on the basis of having 
served in about a dozen different schools as a jjer diem 
substitute—couldn’t care less.

If the principle at stake here is one of protesting 
against the miseducation in deluding ourselves that 
there is any defense against total annihilation from 
hydrogen attack, then let’s compare the results:

Council refused to participate in the shelter drill, 
lost his license, and—except for teachers, or readers 
of magazines like this who are already in agreement 
with him—has reached nobody; most imnortant. he 
will not be able to convince any more children of the 
rightness of his belief.

I, having participated, continued to teach and was 
able to reach many more kids.
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MALICE IN MARYLAND
(Continued from Page 2)

e Our organization is proud and happy to back you in your 
fight However, do not mention our name at this time be
cause. . . .
• We are with you all the way. I am a 100% Atheist. Of 
course I send my children to Church and Sunday School 
just in case there is a God. . . .
e We are pleased that you have agreed to speak to our 
group. You are well known for your militancy, and I want 
to be discreet in this, but our group. . . .
• Drop dead, you Communist bum. We know Khrushchev 
is paying you off. . . .
• When you appeared on TV last Wednesday you wore a 
round necked blouse. With your particular oval face shape 
this was a tragic mistake. I suggest that in the future. . . .

The Black Caucasian (Continued)
The New Crusader is a weekly newspaper (“10c 

and worth more”) which has been published in Chi
cago since 1940. Its slogan—“Negroes Must Control 
Their Own Community”—was extended to its logical 
conclusion recently with the following (yes, actual) 
news report:

MAFIA READY FOR GRAB 
OF CHI NEGRO RACKETS

The Mafia, an international organization of spe
cialists in murder and other forms of lawlessness, is 
about to take over the rackets in Chicago’s Negro 
communities.

Through couriers already in the Windy City, the 
dreaded Black Hand Society has given notice of its 
intentions to leaders of the Bronzeville underworld.

A prominent Negro gambling boss has already 
capitulated by yielding half of his operation to the 
Mafia’s resident agents.

Some other Negro racketeers, in a retreat from 
an earlier pledge to resist the mob invasion, are said 
to be faltering. . . .

“If I’ve only one life, let me live it as a blonde!”
June 1963 _
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Sorry, Right Number
The guidance systems of missiles are not completely 

reliable. In the event of an accidental firing, every sec
ond would count. For example, it would take approxi
mately 33 minutes for an Atlas missile to travel from 
Vandenberg Air Base in California to Moscow. The 
distance between Moscow and the east coast of the U.S. 
can be covered in even less time. In view of recent 
talk of a direct line between Washington and the Krem
lin, we reprint this drama from an out-of-print Realist.

Act One
“Okay, Mrs. Kennedy, where do you want it in

stalled?”
“I think it’ll go nice right here in the baby’s room.” 
“Ain’t you afraid it’s gonna wake up the kid when 

it rings?”
“Well, we hope it never will ring, you see.”
“Oops, sorry, I didn’t mean to put my equipment 

down on those diapers.”
“Oh, that’s all right, they have to go to the laundry 

today anyway.”
“Well, here it is. Turquoise, ju st like you ordered.” 
"Yes, the color is lovely, but I’m afraid you’ll have 

to make another trip. I specifically asked for the Prin
cess model.”

Act Two
{The telephone rings)
“Hello.”
“Jack?”
“Speaking.”
“Hi, this is Nikita.”
“Niki, how are you?”
“Oh, can’t complain. Yourself?”
“Vigorous as ever, thanks. How's the family?” 
“Everybody’s just fine. Except Nina; she has a little 

cold. We have these sudden changes in the weather 
here, you know. How’s Jackie and the children?” 

“Well, we’re having a little trouble with Caroline— 
’sib lin g rivalry,’ my brother Bobby calls it.”

“It’s probably just a phase she’s going through. 
Anyway, listen, 1*1 tell you why I called. Your boys in 
the Strategic Air Command will be seeing something 
on their radar screens, and I just thought I’d let you 
know that it’s only because we set off a test missile 
with an atomic warhead and our guidance system went 
slightly out o f whack. So please don't think we’re start
ing nuclear warfare against your country.”

“Well, gee, Niki, I certainly appreciate your taking 
the trouble to call.”

“No trouble, Jack, no trouble at all. Because other
wise, you might think it was a sneak attack.”

“Of course. This way, not only do I have time to 
speed our Civil Defense forces into action, but you 
don't have to worry about any massive retaliation on 
our part.”

“Swell, Jack. I won’t keep you, then. I know you 
must have things to do.”

“All right, Niki, thanks for calling.”
“Give my regards to Lyndon and Lady Bird.”
“Will do.”
“And remember, don’t call us, we’ll call you.”
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IMPOLITE INTERVIEW
(Continued from Page 1)

because I've never advocated voluntary poverty—as 
some high-living socialists have—so I don’t feel at all 
hypocritical.

Q. Were you satisfied roith Hefner’s explanation of 
why only Caucasians can be “Playmate o f the Month” 
when you interviewed him (issue #26)?

A. Oh, yeah—he said they have a problem with that 
feature because they want to get the image o f the girl 
next door. Now the implication o f this is that Negro 
girls don’t live next door. It’s funny, usually it’s Cau

casians rather than Negroes who seem so anxious to 
have a Negro “Playmate.” How about letting Negroes 
go to school with Caucasians, and then worrying about 
them as bed-partners—which they already are, and 
have been, with some o f the same white people who 
don’t want them to mongrelize their goddam class
rooms.

So I’m not really too concerned about the lack o f a 
Negro “Playmate.” Playboy has done other, perhaps 
more important things than provide a colored cock- 
teaser. They published an excellent article by Nat Hen- 
toff called “Through the Racial Looking Glass.” They've 
done a lot for Dick Gregory, who in turn has helped

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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“The book [The Liberal Papers] rec
ommends recognition of Red China and 
her admission to the United Na
tions . . .”

—The Republican Congressional 
Committee Newsletter

“Better to face the chance of being 
dead, than the certainty of being red.” 

—William F. Buckley, 
The National Review

“I wish to contribute $............  to
fight for justice and equal opportunity 
for American Indians . . . Contribu
tions are income tax deductible.”

—advertisement in The New Yorker

“Dr. Salk . . . remarked on the pre
vailing misuse of drugs and wondered 
‘How many decisions are being made 
in Washington, D.C. by persons under 
the influence of tranquilizers.’ ”

—The Manchester Guardian

“How’s about joining me in a five 
year plan for survival: 1. Abolish la
bor unions. 2. Discontinue social se
curity. 3. Dump the U.N. 4. Quit talk
ing and start shooting. 5. So long Su
preme Court . . .”

—Letter to the Minneapolis 
Daily Herald

“Psychiatrist Jeorme Frank . . . 
urges ‘detailed sophisticated, hard- 
headed analyses of possible methods 
of non-violent struggle’ ... so that dis
armed Americans could resist even a 
nation that attempted military occu
pation of the United States.”

—The New Republic
u The Realist
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integrate prison audiences and feed starving Missis- 
sippians. They’ve contributed to the Urban League— 
which doesn’t prove anything—but take the Key Club 
in New Orleans': as soon as Playboy bought back the 
franchise from Louisiana, they integrated it; while 
the state had the franchise, it was segregrated.

I don't think it would necessarily be a sign of prog
ress in race relations if there were to be a Negro 
“Playmate o f the Month.” If there were to be a Negro 
“Playmate,” she would probably be a Negro with Cau
casian features, and this might be resented by Negroes. 
Then again, it might not, because if you look at some 
of the Negro magazines like Ebony, their models have 
Caucasian features. In fact, the exposures are deliber
ately set at incorrect levels by photographers so as to 
reproduce lighter skin-tones.

I don’t think you can separate Playboy from the 
whole culture. You don't see a Negro as Loretta 
Young’s roommate on TV. There’s an upcoming tele
vision show with a hootenanny format which will, as 
a matter o f wildly ironic policy, forbid the appearance 
of interracially-mixed folksong groups—there go the 
Tarriers. And on Father Knows Best, with all the petty 
problems they’ve had, they've never worried about the 
daughter—Peggy or Cathy or whatever her name is— 
say, bringing home a colored boyfriend. If they were 
to have that, and if you extended the regular formula 
of the program, Robert Young would give a little lec
ture to her on why it’s okay to date Negroes—

Q. And she should be especially nice to him.
A. Yeah—and then Bud, the son, would happen to 

find out that Robert Young had refused to protest when

his insurance company wouldn’t permit a Negro sales
man to handle white accounts. And so, in a moment of 
truth — right after the commercial — Robert Young 
would switch his account to the Negro salesman.

All I’m saying is the fact that there isn’t any 
Negro “Playmate” is just one aspect of the general 
gentlemen’s agreement that the peer group is 
Caucasian.

(The TV program, Hootenanny, has now changed 
its color policy; however, blacklisting has reared its 
ugly rear—Pete Seeger and the Weavers are barred 
from the show—by whose directive no one will say; 
so Joan Baez has publicly blacklisted the show.)

Q. What is Robert Anton Wilson really like?
A. Robert Anton Wilson is really like Hugh Hefner. 

He’s a brilliant guy who lives by principles and has 
constantly been hurt in the process. At one time he 
had a goatee, and he was all set to work in an execu
tive capacity for the telephone company, but they asked 
him to shave the goatee off and he wouldn’t do it. They 
also told him he’d have to stop writing for the Realist, 
and he wouldn’t do that, either. He’s a little too mysti
cal for my taste, but what he says in the Realist is 
provocative enough—

Q. “The Semantics of ‘God’” (issue #8) was a 
really good article.

A. Yeah, that was one of his more serious efforts. 
But he’s constantly getting satirical ideas. Like, one 
of his ideas was that all the perfumes have very erotic 
connotations, like Lust or Taboo, and he felt that there 
should be perfumes for the others, who don’t want 
those associations; that there should be a perfume

life  . . J
—Seymour Krim, Views of a 
Nearsighted Cannoneer

QUERY
If the bombs go boom 
And the world is creamed—
What happens to all those trading 

stamps
That have to go unredeemed?

—Avery Corman

“2:30 PM, WNBC—Catholic Hour: 
‘Nagasaki: Cradle of Christianity.’”

—Daily News radio schedule

“Patriot and Patriotism: 21W 37N 
47N . . . 420W 425Q (See Country; 
Native Land; Death and War; Dying)” 

—Index, Bartlett's 
Familiar Quotations
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called Marjorie Morningstar and another called Vagini-
simus.

Q. What is Sally Baldwin really like?
A. Sally Baldwin is really like Robert Anton Wil

son. Sally is my office assistant and everybody—all 
those people with dirty minds—always want to know, 
“Hey, do you and Sally dot-dot-dot?” There. I'm doing 
your censoring for you. “Why, yes, we dot-dot-dot all 
over the place. Sometimes we dash-dash a little, too. 
Once in a while we even exclamation-point.”

(As announced in issue #40, Sally Baldwin has 
since gotten married. The Realist now has a new scape
goat, Jeanne Johnson, whose most redeeming feature 
is that she was kicked out of a finishing school for not 
taking a charm course seriously enough.)

Interestingly, though, Sally doesn’t approve of many 
things in the Realist, and we constantly have argu
ments. It’s good for me, because I get advance reader 
reaction that way. She sees the galley proofs and says, 
“Ugh, this is in terrible taste,” and then I know in ad
vance what will offend readers.

Q. So you print it.
A. Well, that’s not the criterion. The editorial cri

terion of the Realist is not: to offend the reader. It’s 
one of the things that happens, and I would be naive 
if I didn’t know that such-and-such is going to ofTend 
some readers. But that’s not the purpose of including 
it. I get no kicks out of offending people. I get amused 
and saddened that they get offended by what I consider 
the wrong things; by words instead of deeds. Misplaced 
offense, it is.

Q. You lost readers with the Dr. Albert Ellis inter- 
vieiv.

A. Yeah, we got into a discussion of the semantics 
of 4-letter words, and when it came time to print the 
interview, I didn’t want to have the first letter and the 
last letter and then blanks in between, and let the 
more intelligent readers figure it out; I thought this 
would be insulting. So I just had it all printed the way 
it was spoken. And the printer, who is a union printer, 
removed his union label that issue. So we've never put 
the union label back on, although it’s printed at a union 
shop.

Q. What is the greatest service of the Realist?
A. I think its mere existence is. Instead of people 

saying, “You should be able to have freedom of the 
press,” this is it in action—without any censorship. 
A college student once called up just to say, “The 
Realist has given me more fai^h in America than any
thing else I’ve ever known.” And concomitant with the 
existence of the magazine is the service it provides to 
readers scattered all over the country, who feel very 
gratified to know that they’re not alone, that they’re 
not the only ones with this nutty outlook on life.

Q. What did you think of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee and their attempted smear of the 
Women's Strike for Peace?

A. That’s a loaded question.
Q. Really ?
A. Sure. When you say “smear,” it’s a loaded word.
Q. I’m sorry. Their attempt to point out Commu

nists ?
A. It’s an attempt to smear them.
I think that the Women’s Strike for Peace should 

have made the most of it by letting people know what 
their program is; they’ve never gotten so much pub
licity in their lives. My first reaction was, “Gee, that’s
18

too bad, now this group is ruined, it’s smeared.” But 
it was extremely gratifying to learn that the reaction 
was the other way.

All the time, all these little oddball groups have 
always consisted of people who were habitual joiners. 
The Women’s Strike for Peace is apparently women 
striking for peace, who are not necessarily habitual 
joiners, but who—you know, the international situa
tion has become so great, but they can’t do the equiva
lent of Lysistrata, because the husbands would only 
say: “What do you mean? It’s not my fault.”

Now, their neighbors have been very helpful and 
very sympathetic, because they’ve known them as peo
ple and known they aren’t Communists or Communist 
sympathizers. I think it’s done HUAC more harm than 
good, because people can see that they’re picking on 
obviously innocent people who have good motivations.

In a way I’m glad it happened, the way I’m glad 
when a good book is banned, because it points out how 
ludicrous the situation is. I think sometimes, in order 
to take a step forward—to point out the ludicrousness 
of something—it has to become really ludicrous to 
show it clearly, and you have to kind of take a step 
backward before you can take a step forward.

Q. It's also increasing the level of consciousness of 
all these women. Most of the women in the movement 
haven’t even cared about political parties before. But 
now they’re realizing that there are civil liberties is
sues in addition to the simple issue of peace and radio
activity. My mother works with the Women’s Strike 
for Peace, and she said that most o f the members are 
simple, ordinary housewives who, for some of them, 
this is the only political thing they’ve ever done. Now 
they realize that there are people against them on these 
grounds, and they're getting interested in civil liber
ties and so forth . . .

A. When this one woman on the witness stand was 
asked if she would purge Communists out of the 
Women’s Strike for Peace and she said no, and then 
they asked her if she would want Fascists to be in it, 
I wish she had then said: “Yes, why don’t you join?” 
The point is that suppose everybody joins except the 
leaders who press the buttons? I think that hope lies 
in the realization on the part of leaders that they would 
be insane to press the button.

My real hope is that Kennedy and Khrushchev some
how, deep inside of them, will know that it's their kids 
and their grandchildren, too. This may well have been 
—consciously — Khrushchev’s motivation when he 
agreed to follow the conditions set upon him by Ken
nedy in the Cuban crisis.

Q. Would you want to be President?
A. My first reaction is no, because it would be very 

hard work—just getting to be President. On the other 
hand, if by some magicul means, by rubbing a lamp, 
I could be President, and I could get men around to 
advise me on the important things I don’t know about 
—like how to shake a lot of hands at a Presidential 
party—yeah, sure. If I would be in a position to ac
complish things—sure.

Not for the idea of being President—I wouldn’t 
like it for the loss of privacy, I wouldn’t be able to go 
for a walk in Central Park without a bunch of people 
coming over to me and saying, “Will you sign this 
menu I just took from the Tavern on the Green?”— 
but I’d be compensated by the fact that I could wield 
power for what I considered good, and it would be done

The Realist
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independently, without worrying about pleasing con
stituencies, because I wouldn’t have any constituencies 
to please except the lamp I rubbed in the first place.

Q. Besides the Realist, what are your favorite 
magazines ?

A. This may surprise you, but a magazine like 
Time is good sometimes in spite of itself. You know, 
they have to fill up their pages, so if you read, say, 
I. F. Stone’s Weekly as an antidote—I. F. Stone is a 
very independent guy who is maybe left of center but 
he’ll criticize the liberals when they deserve it.

So, Time and Newsweek . . . wait for no man.
Q. The Minority of One?
A. No, The Minority of One, I find very stuffy and 

very pompous and very self-righteous. And I get very 
suspicious of this self-righteousness which comes 
across as, “We have the answers,, and if you subscribe 
you’ll have the answers.”

(The pre-trial hearing of The Minority of One’s 
libel suit against the Realist has been postponed again 
—the editor, M. S. Arnoni, would have been willing to

settle out of court, had I been willing to print a par
ticular statement in the Realist, and pay not only his 
attorney’s fees but also the cost of subscriptions he’s 
lost as a result of the lawsuit. I refused. Although I 
appreciate the gesture o f loyalty displayed by those 
who have cancelled their subscriptions to The Minority 
of One, I must confess that I consider it to be a foolish 
act on the part of anyone who theretofore had enjoyed 
reading that publication.)

Q. Playboy?
A. Playboy has some damned good stuff in it. They 

have an interview coming up with Bertrand Russell, 
and there’s one where Frank Sinatra—a member of the 
clan, don’t forget—talks about how Jack Kennedy in 
his book. Strategy for Peace, was for the recognition 
of Red China, but now of course . . . and this to me is 
a revelation; where else might I have read that? I’m 
getting it from Playboy, and isn’t that great? Other 
stuff in Playboy—the adolescent quality of some o f the 
cartoons and party jokes and “The Playboy Advisor”— 
is embarrassing, but I’m proud to be associated with 
a magazine that had the guts—and for a mass maga
zine, this was guts — to have an article by Dalton 
Trumbo, one of Hollywood’s blacklisted “Unfriendly 
Ten.” And a favorable article on Charlie Chaplin.

So I take each specific thing for what I think it’s 
worth. You might say the Atlantic is a great magazine, 
but sometimes it has terrible articles and sometimes
Jun« 1963 „h tt p ://www. ep .tc/real i st
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it has great articles.
Q. Esquire?
A. Again, you have to judge by specific things. I 

think Dwight Macdonald’s stuff is good. But I get 
amused at Esquire's trying to sneak in cheesecake 
through the side door. At least Playboy isn’t hypo
critical about its pictures of nudes. Whereas: the cur
rent issue of Look has John Derek’s wife, Ursula 
Andress, a Swedish actress, in a cheesecake shot. She’s 
just coming out of the water and her clothes are cling
ing to her, revealing that she has no nipples. Which is 
the ultimate rejection of the maternal instinct.

Q. The question is, does the community of scholars 
really care whether she has them or no i f  . . . The 
Progressive ?

A. I think The Progressive is written by and for 
Congressmen and Senators.

Q. National Review?
A. Oh, that’s great, because William F. Buckley is 

a very witty guy. Once you accept his false premises, 
he’s absolutely brilliant.

Q. Let’s try newspapers. Which is the best New 
York newspaper?

A. The Times is the most complete. But, again, 
there’s a columnist in the Daily Mirror named Bill 
Slocum. A press agent told me that Slocum cannot be 
conned. He writes his own column, he says what he 
believes, he’s funny and sometimes he has some very 
significant stuff in there, stuff I could never find any
where else. (See box on page 2.)

As for the Times, as you know, a story in journal
ism is written like an inverted triangle, and sometimes 
I read Times stories from the bottom up, because there 
you get the stuff that’s left out of all the other papers 
for lack of space.

Murray Kempton alone makes the New York Post 
worth buying, but he’s leaving them for the New Re
public.

Q. The Wall Street Journal?
A. Sometimes it’s left of the Worker, because don’t 

forget, it’s written for businessmen, so they’re not 
pulling any punches. The Wall Street Journal has 
damned good researchers. And when they do a story, 
it’s some of the most informative stuff you can find.

Q. Who is Nathayiiel Dight?
A. Nathaniel Dight is Rose Binder's secret lover.
Q. Who is Rose Binder?
A. Her picture is on the cover of issue #29 of the 

Realist.
Q. Here's a sweet question. What is your favorite 

Christmas carol?
A. I suppose it’s Silent Night, because I kind of 

like the idea of all these sweet, innocent little kids 
singing “Round yon Virgin Mother” without knowing 
what it’s about. I’d like a rock ’n’ roll Ave Maria.

Q. What do you think of the book, Sex and the 
Single Girl?

A. I haven't read it.
Q. That won’t matter . . . don’t let that stop you.
A. Well, I gather that it takes a liberal approach 

to sex for the single girl, but I don’t know if it will 
change anybody. They might be influenced slightly, but 
there are too many other factors working. If I wanted 
to have sexual relations with a particular girl, I'd 
want it to be her decision, I wouldn’t want her to be 
convinced by the authority of bestsellerdom.

Q. Well, the theory of Sex and the Single Girl
19
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seems to be: Men arc all schmucks, get what you can 
out of them. You know, you’re supposed to encourage 
men to give you presents, and take you out to dinner, 
anything short of being kept. . . . Especially if they're 
married. . . . You take the man for what you can get.

A. If this is her position—the author has a perfect 
right to recommend prostitution. But I don’t complete
ly put down the girls who follow that advice, because
if the guys are silly enough to want to bribe a girl
with presents or whatever, they deserve to be taken.

I think the book itself is an indication that there 
still exists something of a double standard, because I 
don’t see on the market a book called Sex and the Sin
gle Guy.

Q. There is one. Esquire has published a book called 
What Every Young Man Should Know.

A. Well. I’ll tell you why I think there is still a
double standard. Wheii a guy is fixing up another guy
with a girl, the guy will often say, “Does she put out?” 
I have never yet heard one girl ask another girl who 
was fixing her up with a guy, “Does he put out?”

Q. Well, maybe the girls just assume . . .
A. That’s what I’m saying—that people operate 

within the framework of a double standard even if they 
don’t accept it. . . . What are you whispering to each 
other? C’mon, tell the rest of the class.

Q. There was a feeling that you were horny, and 
that you were trying to use the Realist as a vehicle to 
eliminate this problem.

A. Why didn’t you just ask me that, then?
Q. We just are.
A. But you had to be kind of backed into a corner 

like with the dogs at the University. I’m holding you 
here now; you can’t do anything about it. (This refers 
to a story told before the interview by one of the ques
tioners, about a campus dog who cornered a girl leav
ing the Chemistry Building late one night. He backed 
her into a corner to wait for the policeman. He was 
growling and she was yelling, but the policeman didn’t 
come until the next morning.)

Anyway—no, I’m not horny. I've met girls through 
the Realist, I’ve gone out with subscribers, but I see 
nothing unethical about that. It would be unlikely that 
I'd date a girl who didn’t relate to the Realist, since the 
magazine is essentially an extension of my own per
sonality. But I would never exploit it—look, I was in 
bed with a girl once, and she asked me if I was going 
to publish her stuff, and I said no—and this was be
fore. not after. Now I felt that was exercising my edi
torial integrity.

Q. If nothing else. . . . Why don’t you find your
self a nice girl, get married, and settle doion at a nice, 
respectable job?

A. Somebody wrote in and asked: “When you get 
married, will you stop publishing the Realist?” Actu
ally, it’s quite the contrary, because I’ll probably do a 
better job with the magazine, since I won’t be expend
ing so much time and energy on girl-chasing.

The reason I want to get married, over and above 
the usual reasons for settling down—I have a kind of 
philosophical reason. In the face of the whole atomic 
era, it’s kind of an affirmation of the future. I can just 
see my kid coming up to me and saying, “Daddy, can I 
have the bicycle tonight?” “Shut up. you’re my affir
mation of the future, and that’s all—no, you can’t!”

Q. What, if anything, woxdd you die for?
A. Old age. Natural causes. Or maybe I’d like to
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die of wnnatural causes.
Q. Not of; for. Causes and such.
A. I don’t know. I’ll disagree with what you say but 

I’ll only defend to your death your right to say it. I 
probably wouldn’t die for any cause. I’m very selfish. 
1 wouldn’t even be willing to die for selfishness.

Q. Why don't you vote?
A. I believe if I’m standing in City Hall Park when 

they’re having the Civil Defense drill and I refuse to 
take shelter, that’s definitely political action, and it’s 
more important to me than voting. Don’t forget, de
mocracy includes the right not to vote.

It’s funny, I was asked to speak at the Socialist 
Workers Party election rally, which is a kind of game 
of Let's Pretend. I’m not a socialist and I said, “Can I 
make fun of you?” They said yes, so I spoke there. 
The first speaker was Julian Beck of the Strike for 
Peace, and he kept urging the audience not to vote at 
all. This was the first election rally I had ever been to 
where people were being urged not to vote. But at least 
they knew exactly whom they were supporting while 
they weren’t voting.

Q. You mentioned just now about the right not to 
vote. We found in November that they used a lot of 
harassment here to keep people from writing in peace 
candidates. They do all sorts of picayune things. They

Rumor of the Month
NBC executives refused to allow Barry Goldwater 

to select his own time slot in connection with his re
cent guest appearance on Jack Paar’s weekly televi
sion show; the Arizona senator had wanted to be on 
camera for a full fifteen minutes, from 11 PM to 10:45.

■■ «,■»— mu i I— .i.w —■■ —
start screaming at you the minute you get in the booth: 
“Your time is up!” And they won’t give you any infor
mation on how to do it. You have to sort of go in there 
and figure it out. There have been cases where there’s 
no pencil with which to write in. And someone will 
shout, “There’s no pencil in here.” And they'll say, 
“Well, come out and get one.” They’ll come out to get 
one and then someone will say, “Sorry, you can’t go 
back in.”

A. Well, they can’t. Once you push the lever back 
with the curtain, you’ve had it. I think you have to 
operate within the framework of a bureaucracy. The 
peace groups themselves should warn their members 
that this is what’s going to happen; prepare them in 
advance.

Q. What do you think of the conservative revival 
on campus?

A. I wonder—I don’t really know—whether students 
join conservative groups because they realize that in 
future years, when employers look at college records of 
extracurricular activities, they would rather see that 
somebody was a member of Young Americans for Free
dom than the Marxist Discussion Club. But since con
servatism still has a sort of minority status, maybe 
there’s a certain hipness in joining . . . maybe next 
year it’ll be hip to have convictions, who knows?

Q. What do you think of the reports in the press 
that Cuba was going to use missiles against cities in 
the United States?

A. The press distorted that story terribly. The 
missiles were intended as a means of retaliation. Cuba
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couldn’t be so idiotic as to attack us first. But they cer
tainly have reason to feel defensive towards us. There’s 
a whole semantic thing about weapons. If you put 
Mennen Spray Deodorant on a missile, it becomes less 
offensive.

Q. Who are your favorite comedians?
A. Lenny Bruce, Mort Sahl, Jean Shepherd, Woody 

Allen, Peter Cook—all for different reasons at dif
ferent times.

Q. What do you think of The Great Books?
A. Which great books?
Q. The Great Books of the Western World with an 

index. You look up an idea, like Truth, and you can find 
out what various people said about it.

A. I think it’s a perfect, logical example of the 
current cultural scene. They have these records now, 
called Great Moments in Music, where they play the 
main themes from fifty songs, with all the “unfamiliar 
passages” cut out. So there’s no reason why this 
shouldn’t be extended to Literature. And maybe they 
can extend it to painting—you know, just have a pic
ture of the Mona L isa’s smile and show nothing else; 
one limp clock from The Persistence o f Memory; may
be a couple of babies from Hide and Seek.

Q. The Great Books are complete—all of Plato, all 
of Shakespeare, all of Aristotle . . . and you will un
derstand the world, and life, if  you read them. . . . 
Has your United Nonjoiners For the Use of Creative 
Kinetic Energy to Resist the System pulled any hoax- 
niks lately ?

A. Well, what I would like Realist readers to do now 
is add a new word to the language. You know how hep 
became hip? Well, from now on, bread is out as a word 
meaning money. It’s being replaced by toast. I mean 
the authority for such changes has to come from some
where—why not from us?

Q. Did you hear anything at all about the Flying 
Bolsheviks? This was spread by word of mouth be
tween college campuses all over the country. Some of 
the people on campus— liberals, leftists—organized a 
football team called the Flying Bolsheviks. They had 
all sorts of things—they kicked deviationists out of 
the huddle. We had a story on the game: “A 20-year 
tradition of athletic apathy was shattered. . . .” The 
whole point to the story was, they had a lot of fun with 
a fake socialist football team. But a publication, The 
Inter-Fraternity Research and Advisory Council put 
out a bulletin called uWatch for These.” Among the 
watch-for-these items was this:

Along the same lines. Freedom Facts for November, 
1962 has this to say about the Communists on campus: 

“The ‘Flying Bolsheviks’ of the University of Chi
cago recently defeated the ‘Maoist Maulers’ of the 
University of Wisconsin in a football game.

“Some of the l^rge numbers of viewers attracted 
by the game participated in the regular club meetings 
of the left-oriented student groups which had set up 
the unoflicial football event.

“This is one of the techniques Marxist student 
groups are using today to build campus membership 
in their organizations. Such organizations have taken
the lead in inviting Communist speakers to campuses 

and in demonstrating in favor of Soviet foreign 
policies.”
Woidd you care to comment on that utterly ridicu

lous statement?
A. Coincidentally, it’s related to something that was 

in the news today. Several colleges, the University of
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Chicago among them, are getting members of the track 
teams of underdeveloped nations who don’t have top 
coaches and modern facilities. So two Chicago sports- 
casters were discussing how good it is that these ath
letes will be trained in this country rather than in 
Communist countries, because of the possible indoctri
nation they could have while doing the shot-put.

Q. What do you think of ABC’s defense of Alger 
Hiss ?

A. Sponsors dropping out—that was completely 
within the context of commercial television. But they 
talk about this “flood” of mail. Well, I know somebody 
who actually weighed it. The anti-mail weighed 17 
ounces, and the pro-mail weighed 7 ounces. I admire 
ABC’s courage for putting on Hiss. I think the timing

was rather unfortunate. Even the worst anti-Nixonites 
felt a certain sympathy for a guy who seemed so to
tally defeated. You’re shaking your head?

Q. He got his. ... My mother watched N ixon’s con
cession speech on every network. She just turned from 
one channel to the next to the next.

A. I understand Nixon’s mother is putting out a 
record—“My Son, the Soreloser.”

Q. Was Franklin Delano Roosevelt a good guy or 
a bad guy?

A. You know, I think I inherited a certain senti
mentality for FDR. I was about 12 or 13 when he died, 
and I saw all these people crying and being very sad, 
but I never really knew that much about what he did, 
except that overexposure was more of a problem for 
Sid Caesar than it was for him. Good guy or bad guy 
—I’m sure there were certain things he did which were 
fine and certain things which were reprehensible.

Q. How do you describe your politics?
A. As being based on instinctive morality rather 

than partisan positions. For example, the late George 
Sokolsky wrote a great column on getting rid of sur
plus food and giving it to hungry people. Now, if this 
is the conservative position on that, the morality of it 
supercedes any label. Sokolsky also wrote a column 
saying the UN is our only hope. Now, the conservative 
position is usually anti-UN. So I think the issues some
times get very muddied. If I’m supposed to be a liberal, 
then I’m supposed to be for TVA. But I learned about 
TVA in an Economics class, during which I slept, so 
I’m for TVA only by osmosis.

Q. Was Christ a good guy or a bad guy? Maybe you 
have some more facts about him than about FDR.

A. I think many good things have been accomplished 
through sublimation, so to be pragmatic about it. . . . 
I find all sorts of inconsistencies, though. If Christ was 
so forgiving, then why did he chase the moneylenders
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out of the temple? I think 'Christian’ principles are 
good, but I’m sure there were people who were Christ- 
like before Christ was ever born. . . . We’re assuming 
that this isn't a myth; I’m willingly suspending my 
disbelief in order to answer the question. Was Christ 
a good guy or a bad guy? I don’t want to cast the first 
stone.

Q. If I understand what you’ve written, your atti
tude toward sex is basically hedonistic; if that's right, 
then what do you think of people like D. II. Lawrence, 
who are sort of mystical about it?

A. I think he was hedonistic, too. But I’m not just 
hedonistic. Well, yes, I am hedonistic in the sense that 
I think that pleasure is increased in direct ratio to 
affection. But I think you should be able to make fun 
of the things you love without decreasing your enjoy
ment. I’m not bugged by D. II. Lawrence’s mysticism 
so much as I am by his apparent lack of humor about 
sex. I think he takes it too seriously, which may well 
be a form of mysticism.

Q. What is Zen?
A. Zen is not answering a question like that.
Q. What are the facts of life, according to the 

Realist?
A. The main fact of life is that when somebody is 

asked a question like that, he tries to answer it. I’m 
serious, because one o f the things I’ve learned is that 
people have this fantastic ability to rationalize their 
ego. The funniest, most meaningful thing I've ever seen 
in a movie was in a French short at Cinema 16, The 
Fat and the Lean, where this man was shooting a bow 
and arrow and his lackey would be holding the target, 
and he’d run to wherever the arrow was heading, and 
the guy with the bow would just stand there looking 
very proud because he had hit the bullseye again.

Q. When you were 12 years old, did you raise any 
kind of hell so people could figure that you woidd put 
out a magazine like the Realist?

A. I guess there were little bits of protest—like, 
they had something in gymnasium, where you had to 
dance with girls. I was at that stage where boys don’t 
do things with girls. You know: “Aah, girls!” Well, 
I would be the one who would stand up in gym and 
say, “No, I don't want to dance with girls.” And my 
mother would have to come to school. She had to come 
for something different every term.

There might be a relation to that and what I’m 
doing now. It's a matter of degree, I suppose. The im
portant thing is protesting what you feel is right, 
whether it’s not dancing if you don’t want to dance, 
or being an atheist in a God-We-Trust world, or what
ever. Incidentally, I never did learn to dance.

(?. You’ve written about Israel being a theocracy, 
and I’ve been having all sorts of fights with my mother.
. . . What do you think about this recent case in Israel?

A. I have an ambivalent reaction to it. One reaction 
is sympathy for the guy. The irony is so overwhelming. 
He converted from Judaism—but not only did he aid 
the Jews in Nazi Germany, he was sold out by a Jew. 
Sometimes I think that one of the basic causes of anti- 
Semitism is Jews. Another reaction I have is anger at 
the judges who ruled that the guy couldn’t become a 
citizen of Israel.

Now, on the other hand, I kind of like the incident. 
It’s a perfect example of what we were talking about 
before in regard to the Women’s Strike for Peace and 
the smear against them. It brings a condition to public
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attention in such a ludicrous way that it can’t help but 
make people think. So in a way I’m glad it happened. 
1 feel sorry for the guy, but it draws attention to the 
fact.

Q. He can still become a citizen of Israel—a nat
uralized citizen. They’re not saying “Go—leave our 
sh ores im m ediately.”

A. Yeah, but the significant thing is the judges’ 
reasoning—that, after all, if we let him in as a Jew, 
he'll be violating the traditions for which we died. And 
the irony of it—their whole position about what makes 
a Jew is worse than the Nazi theory, because the Nazi 
theory was: once a Jew, always a Jew. Their theory is 
worse: once not a Jew, never a Jew.

Q. What did you think about the scandal breaking 
loose in New York concerning gangsters moving in on 
the kosher catering business and peddling non-kosher 
food as kosher?

A. Non-kosher food has been sold as kosher long 
before gangsters ever moved in. So I think it’s just 
like any other enterprise—the gangsters are taking 
over a successful business. You know, gangsters don’t 
bother moving in on a failure.

Q. In your questionnaire (issue #32) you said that 
the two people you most admire arc Bertrand Russell 
and Beverly Aadland. Why?

A. Russell—the reasons I admire him are almost too 
obvious to state— I admire his principles, and his stick
ing to his principles. Beverly Aadland—the same two 
reasons. Here was a girl, she did probably what many 
girls secretly wanted to do, but which would have 
brought disgrace upon them. She had the guts to do 
it anyway. She risked notoriety for the sake of going 
around the world with Errol Flynn.

Q. For the benefit of all the readers of the Maroon 
who smoke and drink, why don’t you?

A. I’ve just kind of reverted to my childhood in
stincts. You know, it's grown-up to drink. Then you 
taste liquor. Eccch, it's bitter! And it’s never stopped 
being bitter for me. Same with smoking. Oh, boy, it’s 
grown-up to smoke. And I start smoking—it hurts my 
throat, it hurts my eyes, it makes my fingers yellow— 
and it’s never stopped doing those things.

There are people who still don’t like the taste of 
liquor, but drink anyway because it gets them high. 
But there’s nothing I’d want to do under the influence 
of liquor that I don’t do without its influence.

Q. What’s wrong with American education?
A. So much I wouldn’t know where to begin. I do 

think there’s a dichotomy between what is preached— 
“We bring you here to learn!”—and then when you 
get a chance to learn directly f^om the horse’s mouth, 
such as a Communist speaker, there’s all this pressure 
against his speaking. They insult the whole learning 
process by assuming you Won’t be able to protect your
self against whatever propaganda he’s going to spout. 
The thing is, you can learn from a speaker what you 
can’t learn from a textbook, if only because too much 
is happening now. You can’t ask a textbook about the 
Communist Party's latest decision, but if you’re fortu
nate enough to get a CP member right then and there, 
I think it’s a tremendous learning experience, just to 
see how he tries to defend an immoral position.

Q. Do you care about urban renewal?
A. Sure, I'm in favor of people in the city renew

ing their subscriptions.
Q. Let me ask the question; I’m more bitter about
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it. I’ve been urban renewed three times. I don't like it. 
What do y<w think of the idea of pulling doum old 
slums and thereby making new slums, and there's a 
■wait of 2-8 years before the buildings go up. They just 
shove Negroes, Puerto Ricans, people who are on relief, 
out of the neighborhood, and they make it middle-class. 
They just keep shoving them around. This is a loaded 
question, by the way.

A. Where I live, on New York’s lower East Side, 
they wanted to build a highway, so I would have been 
relocated myself. There was protest against it, and 
they’ve postponed it or called it off. But I didn’t really 
care. 1 was almost fatalistic about it. I think that

what’s happened to me—and this is perhaps a by
product of editing the Realist—so much tragedy comes 
across my desk and searing through my soul that I’ve 
built up a kind of emotional callous. I get involved, I 
respond emotionally, but I have to have a certain de
tachment or I'd go nuts, like the guy in Nathaniel 
W est’s Miss Lonely hearts. So I say: urban renewal, if 
it’s bad what can I do about it, if  I can’t do anything 
about it, too bad, period.

Q. What about the Iroquois Indians? There's a dam 
being built in upper New York State, which is going 
to wash out a lot of Iroquois reservations. And there 
was a tremendously long and involved court case about 
that because George Washington had given the Iroquois 
the land in perpetuity. What really happened was that 
Robert Moses said the law of New York State takes 
precedence over George Washington’s grant. And the 
Supreme Court said that the necessity of the govern
ment takes precedence over individual rights.

A. I think this is a kind of emotional version of the 
Chinese water torture. Instead of drip-drip-drip on 
one’s forehead, there’s awareness-of-an-injustice, aware- 
ness-of-another-injustice, awareness-of-another-injus- 
tice. And you have to kind of seal yourself off from it 
if you can’t do anything about it. Again, I have imme
diate, unquestioned sympathy for the Iroquois Indians, 
but all I can do is mark it down, make another tally 
mark under Sympathy, and let it go at that.

Q. Well, do you think you can do anything about, 
let's say, Berlin, or Cuba, and if not, are you justified 
in sealing yourself off from it? •

A. When I say “seal myself off from it,” I half 
mean I don’t think it’s necessarily a virtue to be well-
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informed. There are some people who take pride in, 
“Well, I read more newspapers than you do, more 
thoroughly than you do, I know more facts than you 
do”—but maybe they’re cruel people. There are people 
who don’t know the intricacies of the Katanga Province 
but who are nice and warm and don’t smack their kids 
for wetting their pants or spilling their milk.

Seal myself off means not expending emotional en
ergy uselessly. It’s useless to go around moaning, “Oh, 
the poor Iroquois Indians!” You either do something 
about it or not, but I don’t think there's any point in 
ranting and raving. You have only so much emotional 
energy you can expend. You have to limit yourself to 
the causes that concern you most directly and that you 
can do something about.

Q. The first issue of the Realist had a headline, “An 
Angry Young Magazine.” Relatively speaking, you're 
no longer young—because that was UVi years ago— 
and you don’t even seem to be as angry in the same 
way as you were before . . . the People program, for 
example. What changes have come about since you 
started?

A. Well, the People thing is a sort of anarchistic 
social work program which the Realist is sponsoring. 
That is, it helps people without the interference of 
bureaucracy. This actually is quite related to anger 
because it grows out of anger at bureaucracy, so it’s 
just a kind of logical growth, really. The anger isn’t 
to be confused with hostility. If you just yell and 
scream about injustice, you have a kind of negativism, 
and People is an evolutionary, positive reaction to the 
anger, replacing it with active compassion.

Q. All the things like “People” are very good and 
very fine. On the other hand, the thing which may hin
der “People” or prevent it from happening—say, the 
Bomb, which is a great big issue which you can’t do 
a damn thing about—if you seal yourself off from it, 
what are you doing about reality? Or doesn't it mat
ter? What are you doing in the face of the great prob
lems, the ones that you can’t help?

A. This is what many pacifists, and many other peo
ple who are involved in the great causes about which 
they can do nothing—this is their excuse for nihilism. 
They’ll say, “Well, nothing matters, those poor starving 
kids don’t matter if the Bomb is going to come and 
wipe them out of existence anyway.” So, going around 
and carrying picket signs and signing petitions and 
going to meetings—-especially if you can cut classes— 
protesting Civil Defense drills but leaving early because 
you don’t want to miss your ROTO class . . .  all these 
means of ineffectual protest—ineffectual because they 
don’t change a damned thing—can be an excuse for the 
nihilism of not directly helping people you can help.

Q. What do yon think of the Peace Corps?
A. I like Kennedy for the Peace Corps idea. I dis

like their screening process, with the whole loyalty bit.
They investigate you before they let you in the Peace 
Corps. The irony is that people who have protested in 
any way that makes them undesirable are perhaps the 
best people for the Peace Corps.

Q. What about the domestic Peace Corps?
A. I think the problem is really going to start when 

somebody from Winnetka, Illinois sends a postcard 
back from the lower East Side, telling what conditions 
are really like.

Q. How do you feel about the game of Bridge?
A. I think it’s a waste of time. It would be for me,
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anyway. It’s kind of sad to see bright, creative people 
wasting their energy on remembering—“tricks,” arc 
they called?—and getting excited about what cards they 
happen to get by luck and chance. You do use some 
imagination in the game, I understand, but it’s a case 
of displaced creativity as far as I’m concerned.

Q. But when you play, you realize there's another 
value in it. I play Bridge instead of some game like 
Chess— there's a social value in it, too.

A. If you can talk while you’re playing Bridge, if 
it becomes a social vehicle, okay—but if the game be
comes the thing, as it often does, with kicking under 
the table, and dirty looks, and hostility—

Q. What happens is, you get fraternity members, 
with whom I have absolutely nothing in common, and 
1 sit down with them.

A. Because they are there. Fraternities are the col
legiate version of Mount Everest. . . .

Q. No. Because I’m there in the college and I want 
to do something to make the college better. It needs it.

A. Are you making it better by playing Bridge with 
these guys?

Q. You can get them to listen to new political views, 
just by being a guy who’s—well, what happens is, you 
go to the campus, you say you’re against the House 
Un-American Activities Committee, they think you're 
a crackpot because they don’t know you, all they know 
about you is this opinion. And you never meet them 
because you don’t go to sports events, you know, stuff 
like that.

But if you play Bridge with them, they realize 
you’re a human being, and that the. human being has 
an opinion, and they don’t dismiss the whole human 
being as a crackpot. And they might think about the 
opinion a little, and they do. I’ve gotten a couple of 
people who’ve written letters to the paper, mostly be
cause of conversation over Bridge.

A. Next week, the wrestling team.
Q. What do you think of psychiatry?
A. I think its function is—people go through life 

with parents and teachers and employers and neighbors 
and friends saying things like, “Oh, that’s disgusting!” 
or “How could you do a thing like that?” And if you 
don’t have a dog, who wags his tail no matter how 
much of a slob you are, a psychiatrist is good, because 
he’ll listen to you and he won’t say, “You’re a slob!” 
or “That’s disgusting!” Maybe that’s why the Freudians 
dont let you face them—so if they happen to wince 
inadvertently at something you say, you won’t know. 
I’ve never been under analysis myself, probably be
cause I have enough feedback to be aware of my 
motivations, to accept myself the way I am, and if I 
do something I don't like, to change or cope with it.

Q. Are you the Realist?
A. I’m the magazine in the sense that—I've often 

been disillusioned upon meeting people whose writing 
I admire—there’s a novelist, for example, whose name 
I can’t mention (it’s no one I've ever interviewed), 
who writes beautifully about tenderness, but he gets 
his kicks by beating women; this to me is a tremendous 
disillusionment—my one pride is I am the way I write. 
There isn’t any difference between what I say in print 
and my dealings with people in person.

So, to that extent, yes, I’m the Realist, which means 
being able to laugh at all my own activities. Like, I’ll 
be taking a shower, even, and I’ll start gigglin g—“I’m 
taking a shower, what a funny thing to be doing.” I do
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this all day long, with whatever I'm doing. Right now.
Because I can never stop being aware of the shock

ing accident of existence in the first place.
Q. Do you divide the world into Realist-people and 

non-Realist-people ?
A. Often, but it’s a matter of degree. I find all sorts 

of unrealistic compartmentalizations among realists, 
and vice versa. I prefer a compassionate non-realist any 
day to a thoughtless, cruel realist.

I’ve met readers who are really beautiful, wild, fine 
people; but I've also met readers who are schmucks— 
who dig the magazine, but who are just obnoxious. 
I can’t generalize and say I love every reader. I sup
pose I love every reader in a kind of abstract sense 
relating to a certain level of communication and rap
port, but some of them have, figuratively speaking, bad 
breath. And I have no doubt there are readers who 
feel the same about me.

Photo by Hy Varon 
Portrait of tho Editor as a Young Slob

Many liberals are non-realists by dint of their incon
sistency. Conversely, many conservatives, in effect, are 
realists in that they’re dissatisfied with the status quo. 
They want to go in the wrong direction from the status 
quo, but they’re still dissatisfied with it.

The whole point of the Realist is to see absurdity 
wherever it exists, in non-realists and realists alike. So 
I can find humor in The New Guard, the magazine of 
Young Americans for Freedom, in a review of the book, 
The Southern Case for School Segregation, where they 
conclude, “The burden of proof rests with the Negro.” 
But I can also find humor in the NAACP, which an
nounced plans to picket a San Francisco high school 
musical production of Huckleberry Finn because Negro 
students were going to play the roles of slaves.

Q. What's going to happen to the Realist in 40 
years—are you still going to be editing it?

A. I expect to be, yes. Because it’s a way of life 
with me, really. One of the aspects of happiness is 
w’hen you can make as little distinction as possible 
between your work and your play; and I happen to be 
extremely fortunate in that there is almost no distinc
tion—I work hard, but all I’m really doing is putting 
my play into print.

The readers don’t like everything that goes into the 
Realist, but I think that whatever success the maga
zine has achieved is precisely because I not only don’t 
have to answer to an editorial board or advertisers or 
financial backers, but also because .1 think the readers 
have come to trust me not to compromise for the sake 
of their sensibilities.

Actually, I’m just doing it for the toast.
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negative thinking
by Robert Anton Wilson

The February 1963 issue of Playboy magazine pre
sents, in between the improbable plans mammalia of its 
usual nubile nymphs, an even more improbable biological 
spectacle: the brain of Hugh Hefner. While not as high
ly developed as the balustrades of his bovine playmates, 
Mr. Hefner’s brain, it turns out, is equally noteworthy 
as a product of 20th Century America's determination 
to idolize the pneumatic.

It is really whimsical to see what money can do in 
this country. The elder Hearst was able to inflict upon 
the public his opinion that his mistress was an actress, 
in spite of the fact that she wasn’t; and a more recent 
pirate from the high seas of finance has been able to 
inflict upon us his notion that his sons are statesmen, 
in spite of the fact that they aren’t. Now Mr. Hefner, 
apparently, has grown rich enough to attempt to inflict 
upon us his belief that he is a political economist, in 
spite of the fact that he has had only one economic 
brainstorm in his whole life: namely, that Americans 
will pay a lot of money to look at tits. Even there, he 
was not original, for Hollywood had staked out that 
goldmine thirty years ago, and a good anthropologist 
could have predicted it from the early weaning and 
bottle-feeding practiced by American mothers.

However, having discovered, a bit late, that his 
compatriots are tit-starved, and having cashed in on 
that discovery to the utmost, Mr. Hefner is now 
wealthy enough to pose as a new heir to the mantle of 
Adam Smith without fear that anybody will tell him 
to his face that he is making an utter ass of himself in 
public.

Mr. Hefner begins, in fine old midwestern rhetoric, 
by describing the finance-capital system as “free enter
prise.”

As genuine individualists such as Josiah Warren 
and Lysander Spooner started to point out over a cen
tury ago, this identification of capitalism with freedom 
is about as reasonable as identifying the Atlantic 
Ocean with the Sahara desert; for capitalism is that 
state of the market in which the issue of currency is 
monopolized by a minority of privileged persons, in 
such a manner that the wealth of the njtion is steadily 
drained away from the actual producers into the vaults 
of the banks which hold this monopoly.

This monopoly is maintained, like all the other, and 
lesser, monopolies which it has spawned, by the police 
power of the Capitalist State; that is, by the laws 
which prohibit associations of farmers, workers and 
other actual producers from forming banks of issue 
to circulate goods without passing through the interest- 
syphon on the way.

These laws, I repeat, are enforced by the State; that 
is, by violence, or the threat of violence.

Since almost every act of exchange in a post-barter 
economy involves the use of those exchange-tickets 
which we call money, and since every product goes 
through a dozen or more exchanges in its development 
from raw materials to the final commodity purchased 
by the ultimate consumer, and since interest is levied 
all along the way, it should come as no surprise that
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Silio Gesell was able to demonstrate in his Natural 
Economic Order that the final price of the average com
modity consists usually of 40% actual wages to work
ers and managers and 60% of interest-charges of 
various sorts.

The reader cannot fully grasp the beauty and horror 
of this statistic until he fully undertsands that every 
form of interest is just a monopoly-charge; that is, we 
are paying this tribute to the usurers only because 
laws made at their behest prevent us from exercising 
the liberty of using an exchange-medium that is not 
subject to their monopoly. We are paying them for the 
privilege of not being free.

To avoid having to answer arguments like this, Mr. 
Hefner indulges in the time-honored pretense of capi
talist apologists that there is absolutely no alternative 
to capitalist tyranny except the worse tyranny of the 
Totalitarian “socialist” State. In his economic thinking 
there exists only the choice between “group-oriented 
collectivist socialism” and traditional capitalism.

In short, such genuinely free economic systems as 
Lysander Spooner’s real-estate cooperative banking 
would produce, or Douglas’s social credit plan, or Ge- 
sell’s free-money and free-land system, or Proudhon’s 
mutualism, and several others I could name, just don't 
exist.

Now, it is pitiful for a grown man to get up in 
public and exhibit such a spectacle as Mr. Hefner docs 
here. Either he is so ignorant of economic science that 
he does not know about these systems, in which case

he has no business lecturing us on the subject; or he 
does know about them and is only feigning ignorance 
because he doesn’t know how to rebut them, in which 
case his intellectual integrity cannot be considered pre
cisely of the highest calibre. On either alternative, the 
performance does not command respect.

Having muddied the waters of economic debate by 
confusing the monopolistic system of finance-capitalism 
with genuine freedom, and thereupon polluting the 
stream of knowledge still further by pretending that 
the alternative of genuine liberty doesn’t exist and we 
must choose between the tyranny of the House of Mor
gan or that of the House of Khrushchev, Mr. Hefner 
next proceeds to dump further garbage in the fountain 
of truth by the following intellectual sleight-of-hand: 

“It is not because of any inherent flaw in American 
capitalism that Russia has been able to catch up to us 
in many areas over the past 20 years—quite the con
trary: it is because this country drifted dangerously in 
the direction of socialism during the Thirties and For
ties that we began to falter and fall behind.”

At this point I almost begin to feel sorry for Mr.
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Hefner. He is obviously in beyond his depth. He should 
stick to his metier of providing second-hand sex ex
perience for the adolescents of all ages and leave the 
more subtle business of reasoning to grown men.

Unless he wants seriously to claim that the Byzan
tine State of Stalin was actually more free than FDR’s 
America, he is saying that capitalism is good because 
those who abolish it completely advance faster than 
those who modify it slightly. This is idiotic, but if 
Mr. Hefner is not saying this, what is he saying?

Whatever he is trying to say, if he is trying to say 
anything and not just indulging in linguistic solitaire 
or verbal masturbation, is equivalent to: It is not be
cause of any inherent cancer-producing agent in cig
arettes that non-smokers live longer than smokers— 
quite the contrary: It is because many smokers drifted 
dangerously toward cutting their smoking down that 
the non-smokers managed to live longer than them.

If this argument is an incredible, almost illiterate, 
stupidity, then so is Mr. Hefner’s argument; and this 
argument is obviously an incredible, almost illiterate, 
stupidity.

Mr. Hefner’s next attempt to throw dust in the eyes 
of his readers is a long comparison of the “success” of 
Our Side and the “failure” of Their Side. Naturally, 
he very carefully doesn’t mention such starvation- 
camps as Latin America, South Korea, Spain, most of 
Passaic and Chicago and West Virginia, as parts of 
Our Side. Nor does he mention such facts as the glar
ing and uncomfortable truth that, under that dirty 
Marxist system, China and Russia, however backward 
they still may be, came from Feudalism to highly in
dustrialized technology in decades, whereas it took 
capitalism several centuries to accomplish that in part 
of the West at the cost of keeping most of the West in 
a permanently Feudal position o f exploited colonies.

We next hear that an American Rennaisance has 
occurred, and this, of course, is attributed to capital
ism. It seems as reasonable to me if he were to attrib
ute it to our diet. The fact is that, precisely like the 
gang of amazing Italianos who made the first Renais
sance, the artists who have cropped up so magnificently 
in America lately are most often not the admirers of 
their society but its bitterest enemies.

Every one o f them would sooner sell his ass to the 
queers than work for Mr. Hefner, or Mr. Luce, or any 
other glossy purveyor of the official ideology o f our 
Power Elite. The unanimous testimony of our poets, 
novelists, painters and musicians is that America today 
is a sick, decadent, psychotic and dying culture.

Perhaps Mr. H efner’s funniest paragraph concerns 
the burgeoning fascist movement in America today. 
“A few neofascist and hate groups have persisted up 
to the present,” he says, quietly ignoring the fact that 
the loudest and most popular groups of this sort were 
all started in the last decade and that new ones are 
starting every few months.

I suppose that if Chicago had two bubonic plague 
cases this week, four next week, a hundred the week 
after and a thousand within a month, Mr. Hefner 
would reassuringly inform us that “a few bubonic 
plague cases have persisted up to the present time.” He 
has no eye for the direction of events, obviously.

It is also richly comic to talk about a “few” neo- 
fascist groups in a nation in which one out of every ten 
persons is deprived of the rights of citizenship, in 
which FBI snoopers are under almost every bed, and
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in which the official government policy is based on
acknowledged preparation for genocide.

Mr. Hefner next tells us that the educational system 
in America has been improving lately. At this point, I 
begin to wonder if he has been putting me on all along; 
perhaps his whole essay is a poker-faced rib?

Even I can remember a time when one would hear 
occasionally about an odd professor here or there who 
had balls — “So-and-so in the Economics department 
opened his mouth and said something in the classroom.” 
or "A fellow in the History department at Antioch 
occasionally lets a little real information creep in” — 
but such rumors have stopped during the last decade. 
The last professor with any gumption that I heard of 
is now working as a gardener in California. The others 
are taxi-cab drivers, exiles in Mexico, or serving terms 
for contempt of the HU AC hoodoo.

Mr. Hefner’s final delusion is that America has 
achieved a “sexual revolution” in the past generation. 
If that were true, his postal onanism sendee would be 
bankrupt and he would have to print literature to make 
a living. We have had a sexual revolution to about the 
same extent that the Negro has achieved equality; there 
has been a lot of talk, but nothing has been done.

If there were a genuine sexual liberation in Amer
ica, parents who bring their children up in freedom 
would not be subject to vigilante attacks by their neigh
bors, a thousand girls would not die of abortions every 
year in chiropodist’s offices, homosexuals would not be 
subject to assault and battery by every sadist in and 
out of uniform from coast to coast, the noodles of 
NODL would not continue to harass bookdealers, Dr. 
Leo Koch would still be teaching at the University of 
Illinois, and young men would spend their evenings 
loving and communing with young ladies instead bf 
just gawking at them in Mr. Hefner’s Key Clubs.

Such, in brief, is an analysis of the philosophy of 
America’s most successful purveyor of counterfeit-sex. 
It just goes to show what money can do. Joe Kennedy 
can get his boys into the government, and Hugh Hef
ner can get his incoherence into print. I would like to 
draw a moral from this, but the only one I can think 
of is : Beware of the merchants of imitation sex; be
fore you know it they will try to sell you imitation 
thought.

“Good evening, thur. My name 
ith Thuthanne. I’m your Bunny 
for the evening . .

Coen
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People: progress report # 3
by George von Hilsheimer

HUNGER HURTS
• People is now helping more than 30 families. If you 

are willing to “adopt” a hungry American family, 
write to Peter Strong, Summerlane, Box 686, Rosman, 
North Carolina. Pete has volunteered to administer 
Hunger Hurts from our wilderness retreat.
BOOKS SOUTH

We've lost count of the books sent. One or two col
leges, listed as needy in reference books, have turned 
out not to be genuinely starving. These have been 
eliminated by both the volunteers making a formal 
survey, and one or two independent givers who have 
written. Books are needed by:
• Lincoln Junior College, 1001 N. 17th Street, Fort 

Pierce, Florida.
• J. P. Cambell College, Jackson, Mississippi.
• Morris College, Sumter, South Carolina.
• Rust College, Holly Springs, Mississippi.
• Friendship Junior College, Rock Hill, South Caro

lina (Fiction only).
• Greenville Voter Education Project, c/o Bob Moses, 

901 Nelson St., Greenville, Mississippi.
COOPERATIVE APARTMENTS

Are any readers interested in urban cooperative 
apartments—initial investment of about $2000 in 4- 
family houses?
HAWAII

Volunteer writes: “I know that real need exists for 
English language phonograph records in Southeast 
Asian schools, but is this within your scope? Another 
real need here is ways and means for the talented 
highschool kids to get to mainland colleges. Hiding be
hind a tourist-proof shield, Hawaii’s non-caucasian 
majority grows more insular and provincial every year.

“Can you get the Hawaii Realist-reader* together? 
I only know me. Haven’t seen another copy here.

"Many East-West Center grantees (I’m one) from 
Asia have spent six months on the mainland and have 
come home full of antagonism. Would People like to be 
friends? No money, just friends for talking and relax
ing from the dog-eat-dog of U.S. universities.” 
VOLUNTEERS

Responsible volunteers are still needed in New York 
for projects with kids—tutoring in apartments, work
shop play, and street schools. Don’t bother if you can’t 
give yourself consistently; kids don’t need to be opened 
up to warmth given frivolously.

Quoted Without Comment
The following memorandum is attached to the 

personal records of all job applicants whose potential 
employers seek background information on them 
from a midwestern college:

"In compliance with the Ohio Fair Employment 
Practices Act all references as to race, color, religion, 
national origin, or ancestry have been deleted from 
these credentials. Exceptions have been made, within 
the law, by including these references if such infor
mation relates to a bona fide occupational qualiGca- 
tion, or information necessary for security purposes.” 

...... — ■* »■■■— m$tm mi

RESCUE THE PERISHING
Lloyd Wilkie, publisher of the international peace/ 

disarmament directory, was fired Dec. 11 by the Ameri
can Humanist Association. When I learned of this last 
week. I phoned him to see if he was nuts enough to 
work with us. Lloyd. Romola, and their four girls ‘will 
join us at $3000 per annum.

Lloyd W ilkie’s precipitous discharge from the holy 
precincts of the American Humanist (sic) Association 
is the most recent of a long series of abominations 
which answers the question posed by several readers: 
“Why don’t you organize People in cooperation with 
the A.H.A.?”

Lloyd was fired ostensibly for “insubordination.” 
He had published his directory, as an individual, with
out clearing with Edwin H. Wilson, D.D.; and he had 
joined a demonstration for peace in Columbus, Ohio— 
again, as an individual.

Lloyd was fired on December 11th without prior 
notice. However, several board members reported re
ceiving a “Wilkie must go” letter from Wilson in 
October. He was paid for sixty days in lieu of notice. 
A.H.A. contributors might question what was so hor
ribly wrong with a man who had been doing good 
work for more than a year that it was worth $1,000 
to be immediately rid of him.

THE TENSIONS OF DEMOCRACY
The A.H.A. is the barest sham of a democracy. Its 

almost pathological fear of losing its tax exemption— 
combined with its domination by a bumptious, self- 
serving administrator — has emasculated it beyond 
repair.

This week I have heard from several A.H.A. mem
bers that Wilson is up to his old electioneering tricks. 
When the pathetically few members who give a good 
damn about democracy in the organization trouble 
themselves to nominate candidates opposing the official 
slate, dear old Ed develops unbearable tensions.

The only release from these tensions, it would seem, 
comes when he telephones around the country urging 
his loyal supporters to get out the vote for his boys. 
I leave it to you to guess who pays the telephone bill.

Several years ago, a whole campaign-organization 
was run out of the A.H.A. office, using the office mimeo, 
its paper and postage, to defeat an anti-Wilson candi
date. Leo Koch suffered similar A.H.A. treatment.

[Editor’s note: Elsewhere in thus issue, Bob—not 
Ed—Wilson also refers to the Koch case, wherein a 
Biology professor was fired from the University of 
Illinois (see issue #19) for condoning non-marital sexu
al relations, an activity which, like peace demonstra
tions, is obviously not within the realm of ethical 
humanism. In similar fcar-of-nonrespectability fashion, 
the A.H.A. procrastinated so long in regard, to the 
Murray case (page 2) that the Supreme Court refused 
to accept their amicus curiae brief.

[Madalyn Murray's younger son. Garth, 8, will be 
our guest at Summerlane, the R ealist’s Homer Lane/ 
A. S. Neill-inspired summer camp for kids from 6 thru 
16. (Neills Summerhill should be required reading for 
all parents.) Fees at Summerlane are: 9 weeks, $360; 
6 weeks, $270; 3 weeks, $1S0. For a brochure, contact 
George von Hilsheimer at the People office, 506 E. 6 St., 
X. Y. 9; CA S-S967. j
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T H E  A R R E S T  OF  L ENNY  B R U C E
(Continued from  Cover)

One week after Bruce was given the maximum 
penalty under Illinois law by Judge Daniel Ryan, the 
case against the Gate of Horn was dismissed. But it 
was obvious that Bruce might well be considered “too 
hot” ever to be booked into Chicago again.

The police report on Lenny Bruce’s arrest includes 
the following incestuous data.

Victim's frame: Arresting Officers.
Person Reporting Crime to Police: Officer Cavan

augh.
Person Who Discovered Crime: Arresting Officers. 

frames: Reporting Officers.
Victim’s Occupation: Police Officers.
States the report: “We were seated at a table near 

the stage with the stage in full view where we were 
able to observe and hear the proceedings going on. 
Officer Pieper, Tyrrell and Noro ordered drinks. . . . 
Below are some of the quotes and statements made by 
Lenny Bruce during his performance.”

(Each quote from the police report will be followed 
by an excerpt from the tape recording o f that particu
lar performance, showing Bruce’s actual statements, 
and the contexts in which they were uttered.)

Police report: Mr. Bruce held up a colored photo
graph showing the naked breast of a woman and said 
“God. your Jesus Christ, made these tits.”

The tape: “Paul Malloy (a Chicago newspaper col
umnist) who is sort of, to the out-of-towners, is sort 
of a Christ in Concrete, and he’s got a thing going: 
what’s decent, indecent; what is good, and good is God 
is Danny Thomas, and so I said I’ll show you pictures 
of tramps, these are bums . . . (Holding up a page 
from the Rogue calendar, which was for sale at several 
newsstands and stores on the arresting officers’ beat.) 
Let’s see, here’s an indecent woman—you're kidding! 
Indecent? How can that pretty lady be indecent? 
Whew! Ah, what kind of flower is that? Those are, 
they’re lilacs, yeah, they’re pretty. Lillies-of-the-valley 
and lilacs are my favorite flowers, I really dig them. 
That is a shiksa, there’s a pink-nippled lady, that’s one 
thing about the goyim, boy, they’ve got winner chicks. 
The real bums you can spot. They usually have babies 
in their bellies—that’s the real tramps—and no rings 
on their fingers. And they get their just deserts by 
bleeding to death in the back of taxicabs. Mr. Malloy 
is full of shit. . . . ‘You don’t love me, you just want 
to ball me’—that’s the usual cry. How about doing it, 
how do you feel about that, you people, is that about 
the dirtiest thing we could do to each other? Priests 
don’t do it, nuns don’t do it, Patamonza Yoganunda 
doesn’t do it, rabbis are close to celibacy—it’s really 
not very nice, is it. doing it? . . . Here’s why you don’t 
do it in front of your kids—you registered voters here 
—the argument is that overemphasis of sex and vio
lence on television will be a deterrent to your child. 
Why? Because what he sees, later on he will do. He 
will ape the actions of the actor. If this argument has 
any logic to it, wouldn’t you rather your kids see a 
stag movie over King of Kings? I would. I wouldn’t 
want my kid to kill Christ when He comes back. That’s 
a sin, that flick. King of Kings. Christ-killing. I don’t 
think that I saw one stag movie where anyone got
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killed at the end. Did you? Slapped in the mouth? 
(Couple walks out on Bruce.) They were very nice 
people, they could have been very ugly about it, they 
could have been. No, they were cool, gentle— they didn’t 
like it and they split. . . . Before all o f you escape, let 
me explain something to you. You see, you defeat your 
purpose. It’s God, your filthy Jesus Christ, made these 
tits, that’s all. Now you’ve got to make up your mind, 
you’ve got to stand up to Jesus, and you’ve got to say, 
‘Look, I admit that doing it is filthy, I will stop doing 
it.' And, believe me, if you'll just set the rules, I will 
obey them. But, Jesus Christ, stop living the paradox. 
Tell me that it’s filthy, that fags are the best people; 
I will live up to the misogynist, I will be the woman- 
hater, I will be the nice guy that takes your daughter 
out. ‘He’s a nice guy, he didn’t try to fool around with 
me, he was a nice faggot.’ ”

Police report: “They say we fuck our mothers for 
Hershcy bars.”

The tape: “I realize that my mother’s body is dirty; 
I realize that I’m a second-rate power; I realize that 
you have sold out my country. Do you know why they 
hate Americans anywhere, everywhere? I think I did 
a little more traveling than anyone in this audience. I 
think I've been in more invasions than anyone in this 
audience. I made six. I made some real daddies. I was 
on a cruiser called the USS Brooklyn. I was second best 
gunner’s mate. I was mating it from ’42 to ’45, July— 
that’s when Germany fell, in July. Doing it is dirty. 
They hate Americans everywhere. You know why? 
Because we fucked all of their mothers for chocolate 
bars, and don’t you forget that, Jim.”

Police report: “I want to fuck your mothers. 0 
thank you, thank you, thank you.”

The tape: “You don’t think those kids who have 
heard it since 1942—*You know what those Americans 
did to your poor mother, they lined her up, those bas
tards, your poor father had to throw his guts up in 
the kitchen; while he waited out there, that Master 
Sergeant schtupped your mother for their stinking 
coffee and their eggs and their frigging cigarettes, 
those Americans!’—that’s it, Jim, that’s all they’ve 
heard, those kids. Those kids now, at 23-25 years old: 
‘The Americans, there’s the guy that did it to my 
mother!’ Would you assume that this is sizably cor
rect? You say, ‘There’s the fellow who fucked my 
mother—oh, thank, you, thank you, thank you. Thank 
you for that, and for giving us candy.’ ”

Police report: “These good people (referring to the 
officers of the Church) drag off more than anyone 
else.”

The tape: “Now the people that left are a little 
older than me. The people that left also left Africa out 
of the picture. With Ross Barnett, with Walker. Af
rica’s gone. They left all o f the Mediterranean coun
tries by doing it to the mothers. They left South Amer
ica with Nixon. The correct people have put us in the 
shit-house. The correct people have made us the second- 
rate power. And they’ve done this: they have taught 
you to cast the first stone. That’s why all those cats 
are sitting in the joint, in prison. Tonight there’s a 
guy in the joint for 32 years. Do you think that this 
chick here that walked out has any roch mnnas for 
that guy that hasn't gotten kissed and hugged in 32 
years? She—that moralist, that purist? Is that the 
good, good lady? What’s she do for her husband? Does
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that 8chmuck stand in his underwear yelling, ‘Touch it 
once, touch it once!’ Is it bizarre that married guys 
have to jerk off more than anyone else, because your 
old ladies won't ball you and you can’t chippie?”

Police report: Then talking about the war he stated 
“If we would have lost the war, they would have strung 
Truman up by the balls. They should hang Kennedy 
balls up.”

The tape: “Priests and rabbis walk with guys in 
death row. There’s a clergyman, he’s willing to be the 
hangman in Australia. No one else will do it. He 
couldn’t get a brown suit, though. It’s amazing. Priest 
or rabbi. ‘Yes, my son, you must be brave.' ‘Sure, 
schviuck, you’re splitting, he’s sitting.’ . . . (German 
accent.) ‘And people say Adolf Eichmann should have 
been hung. Nein. Do you recognize the whore in the 
middle of you—that you would have done the same if 
you were there yourselves? My defense: I was a soldier. 
I saw the end of a conscientious day’s effort. I saw all 
o f the work that I did. I watched through the port
holes. I saw every Jew burned and turned into soap. 
Do you people think yourselves better because you 
burned your enemies at long distance with missiles 
without ever seeing what you had done to them? Hiro
shima auf wiedersehn .’ (German accent ends.) If we 
would have lost the war, they would have strung Tru
man up by the balls. Jim. Are you kidding with that? 
Not what kid told kid told kid. They would just schlep 
out all those Japanese mutants. Here they did; there

Lenny Bruce on George Lincoln Rockwell
Friends of mine are always showing me articles. 

“Look at what this bigoted bastard wrote!” And then 
I dug something. Liberals will buy anything a bigot 
writes. And they really support it. George Lincoln 
Rockwell, the head of the American Nazi Party, per
haps is a very knowledgeable businessman with no po
litical convictions whatsoever. He gets three bucks a 
head and works the mass rallies of nothing but angry 
Jews, shaking their fists and wondering why there 
are so many Jews there. And he probably has two 
followers that are deaf. They think the swastika is 
an Aztec symbol.
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they are. And Truman said they’d do it again.”
Police report: Then referring to the good sisters of 

the Church, he stated “The sisters cannot like to do it 
to sisters, fuck, good, good.”

The tape: “All right, now—‘How to relax the col
ored people at parties.’ The party is in motion.’ ”. . .  
(Bruce delivers a dialogue between a Caucasian and a 
Negro, taking both parts himself.) “Anyway, you 
know, I’d like to have you over to the house, you know 
that?” “Thank you.” “Be dark soon. Tell you what, 
I’d like to have you over to the house— I tell you this, 
you know, because I know you people get offensive— 
but I got a sister, you know what I mean?” “Yes.” 
“What the hell is it with you guys? What do you want 
to hump everybody’s sister for?” “W’ell, that’s—we’re 
born that way. You see, it’s natural—that’s where the 
rhythm comes in, see, we have this natural sense of 
rhythm control, the Margaret Sanger clinic, and we 
never knock them up, that’s the thing about it.” “And 
you really like to do it to everybody’s sister?” “Well, 
no, you missed the vernacular, it’s not everybody’s 
sister; we like to do it to sisters.” “What do you mean, 
sisters?” “Just that—sisters.” “Oh, you don’t mean 
sister sisters?” Yeah.” “Ah, that’s impossible— I never 
knew that—oh, that’s a lot of horse-shit, you can’t do 
that to the sisters! No kidding, do they put out. those 
sisters?” “Well, I mean, if you’re built the way we are 
—you know, we’re built abnormally large. You know 
that, don’t you?” “I heard you guys got a wang on, 
you son-of-a-gun.” “Yes; to use the vernacular, it is 
sort of like a baby’s arm with an apple in its fist—I 
think that’s what Tennesee Williams said.” “Well, you 
mind if I see it?” “No, I couldn’t do that; I’m just 
playing guitar at this party.” “What the hell, just whip 
it out there, let’s see that roll of tar paper you got 
there, Chonga. . .

Police report: “Sure, who does it; nothing wrong. 
Everybody’s barring somebody. I bug 3 married wo
men. All you people out there have at some time or 
another bugged someone’s wife.”

The tape: “Now I am not particularly proud of this, 
but in my life I have been intimate with maybe three 
married ladies that are'still happily married, and they 
convinced me that they never made it with anybody 
else but their husband and me. . . . Now if I did—and, 
Christ, I’m not that unique—I bet probably every guy 
in this audience has made it with one married chick 
or two, that’s still married. And both of us, we didn’t 
pull out. No offense, mind you. So when I see brothers 
and sisters that don’t look alike, that’s it. Jim. I 
wouldn’t swear for nobody. Uh-uh. It just takes that 
one. . . .”

Police report: Then talking about God and Jesus 
Christ, he led into a mockery of the Catholic Church 
and other religious organizations by using the pope’s 
name and Cardinal Spellman and Bishop Sheen’s name 
in regard to statements such as these: “They say we 
fuck our mothers for Hershey bars.” “These good peo
ple (referring to the officers of the Church) drag off 
more than anyone else.”

The tape: (This bit is based on a visit to earth by 
Christ and Moses.) “Come on down to the West Coast 
and visit the schuls. There are no schvls. Yes, there is 
a reform temple where the rabbi—no, it’s a doctor, he 
is a doctor of law. His beard is gone. . . .  ‘You know, 
someone had the chutzpah to ask me the other day—
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they said, “Tell me something, Doctor of Law, is there 
a God or not?” What cheek to ask this in a temple! 
We’re not here to talk of God—we’re here to sell bonds 
for Israel. Remember that. A pox upon you, Christ and 
Moses. . . .’ Christ and Moses are confused. They go 
to New York . . .  St. Patrick’s Cathedral. There is 
Bishop Sheen played by Ed Begley. Cardinal Spellman, 
played by Hugh Herbert—‘Wooooo, woooo, terrible, 
terrible, terrible.’ Christ and Moses standing in the 
back of St. Pat’s. Confused, Christ is, at the grandeur 
of the interior, the baroque interior, the rococo baroque 
interior. His route took him through Spanish Harlem. 
He would wonder what 50 Puerto Ricans were doing 
living in one room. That stained glass window is worth 
nine grand! Hmmmmm. . . . (Spellman and Sheen de
cide to call the Pope long distance.) ‘Will you get me 
Rome? Hello. Hey, woppo, what’s happening? You were 
sick, weren’t you, fatso? If you’d stop fressing so 
much. . . .’ Now, dig—we’re in Chicago; fifty miles 
away from here I got punched in the face for doing 
that. Milwaukee. . . .” (The actual contexts of the 
quotes indicated in the police report as to Hershey bars 
and “dragging off” being part of this scene have already 
been shown.)

Police report: “Do you wear condrums all the time? 
Do you have one on now. Can I pull a condrum on, and 
then I will take a picture.”

The tape: Bruce is describing how he passed the 
time in Milwaukee at the local gas station—asking if 
he can work the grease rack; wanting to try on the 
attendant’s black leather bowtie; questioning him 
about the condom-vending machine: “Do you sell many 
of these condrums here?” “I don’t know.” “Do you fill 
up the thing here? You wear condrums ever?” “Yeah." 
“How can you do that, man? Aren’t they sort of dumb? 
But do you wear condrums all the time? Do you have 
one on now?” “No.” “Well, what do you do if you tell 
some chick, ‘I’m going to put a condrum on’—it’s so 
dumb, and it’s going to kill everything: Sold for the 
prevention of love. Do you have one on now? Have you 
got a condrum on? Tell me if you have one on now. 
Do you want to put one on? Can I put one on?” “Hey, 
what the hell, arc you crazy or something?” ‘No. I 
figure it’s something to do. We’ll both put a condrum 
on. We’ll take a picture. . . .”

Police report: He used a Jewish word, “smuck,” 
numerous times.

Bruce had previously been arrested on the West 
Coast for saying sclnnuck, by a Yiddish undercover 
agent who had been placed in the club several nights 
running to determine if Bruce’s constant use of Yid
dish terms was a cover for profanity. The officer said 
it was. Bruce asked the judge if he could bring his 
aunt to court to cross-examine the officer. Too bad the 
judge couldn’t have been the late Peter Rchmuck.

(Bruce makes the point that schmuck is a German 
word which means “a man’s decoration.” The photo 
on page 31 is of a serviceman, one Fred Gurner, taken 
in front of a jewelry store in Germany.)

The Chicago police report continues: Then at 0110 
hours Officer Noro left the stage area and called for 
police assistance. He then came back up and summoned 
Officer Picper outside. Above officers met with Lt. Case 
of the 18th District and other uniformed officers. At 
this time they went back upstairs and listened until 
0120 hours, when Peipcr and Noro got the attention
30

o f Officer Tyrrell, who was still seated in the audience 
taking notes. Above officers then walked up to the 
stage, took out their police identification, announced 
their office and placed Lenny Bruce under arrest.

The following excerpt from Bruce’s performance 
was not included in the police report:

“There’s an article here in the Chicago American 
about these transvestites that are posing as policemen, 
and how they’re thwarting the rapists. . . . According 
to Sergeant Dolan, one of the original members of the 
gang, the rough and ready policemen go to great 
lengths to appear as fascinating females—only, you’ve 
got to really go through all of it, right? ‘Well, I’ll put 
it between my legs once and that’s all ; I’ll try it and 
—now frig that method acting.’ (Reading.) ‘The most 
hazardous part of the preparation for duty, said Dolan, 
is learning how to walk on high heeled shoes. Attack
ers have a sharp eye,’ Dolan said, ‘and will shy away 
from an amateur, wobbly ankle.’ . . . Now dig, the 
beautiful part about this is that they don’t know that 
some of these rapists are that dedicated—they find out 
they're cops, they don’t care, they’ll schtup anyway, 
man. ‘I’m a peace officer.’ ‘I don’t care, you got a cute 
ass, that’s all I know,’ and that’s it. Would you assume 
that there is the slightest bit of entrapment involved 
in this thing? That’s not very nice, to incite. . .

Chicago (pop. 3,550,404) has the largest member
ship in the Roman Catholic Church—2,163,380—of 
any archdiocese in the country.

Nevertheless, that the panel of 50 from which the 
jury for Lenny Bruce’s trial was to be selected should 
include 47 Catholics, seems to have been an unlikely 
coincidence. Moreover, their names were not drawn out 
of a drum, but rather, jurors were chosen according to 
where they were seated. And they changed seats.

The eventual jury consisted entirely of Catholics.
The judge was Catholic.
The prosecutor and his assistant were Catholic.
On Ash Wednesday, the judge removed the spot of 

ash from his forehead and told the bailiff to instruct 
the others to go and do likewise.

The sight of a judge, two prosecutors and 12 jurors, 
each with a spot of ash on his forehead, would have 
had all the surrealistic flavor of a satirical Lenny Bruce 
fantasy.

When we mentioned this to Brendan Behan (with 
whom an impolite interview is scheduled), he said: 
“That scares me—and I’m Catholic!”

On the fourth day of the trial, 30 girls from Holy 
Rosary, a Catholic college, dropped in on a tour of the 
court. Judge Ryan requested them to leave because of 
“the nature of the testimony.”

Bruce complains that this was “the thing that really 
did me in, in front of the jury.” Putting aside this 
psychological ramification, though—as well ns the im
plicit prejudice on the part of Judge Ryan—there is 
also a serious question as to whether, in effect, his 
action was unconstitutional. The 6th Amendment pro
vides for a “public trial.”

When the prosecution rested its case, defense coun
sel moved for a “directed verdict”—an immediate 
acquittal sans jury vote—on the basis that the jury 
had heard only the allegedly obscene words out of con
text and therefore the prosecution had failed to show
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The Case for Anti-Social Behavior
(Editor’s note: John Wilcock is writing a book with 

the above title. A section of it will come from this 
new Realist feature. Reader participation is invited.)

On February 3rd, Irwin Gooen of Brooklyn wrote 
to the Liggett & Myers Co. in Richmond, Va.:

“I’ve been smoking Chesterfield cigarettes for some 
17 years now, ever since I first tried the awful 
weed. As much as one can be satisfied through this 
narcotic habit, I must confess to my own satisfaction, 
in general, with the product you put out. I do, I must 
admit, change around from brand to brand for an 
occasional change of taste, but always come back.

“My gripe, at the moment, is that I have occasionally 
run across an individual pnek (packed in a carton) 
which gives off a bit of a horse-shit aroma. Having 
spent some years of my youth on a farm, I must say 
that I am a bit partial to the odor of horses and even 
their evacuations (when a horse does pass, so infre
quently these days, on the streets of New York, I 
will cross his path—behind him— to get a wholesome 
sniff) but I keep wondering if this is the kind of odor 
one should find in the blue smoke of a cigarette.

“Please check your hired hands ...
On February 8th, Liggett & Myers replied:
“We thank you for your letter of recent date re

garding the taste of Chesterfield King Size cigarettes.
“While we appreciate your interest in writing us, 

we are at a loss to understand the condition and wish 
to assure you that there has been no change in the fine 
quality of the tobaccos used in our cigarettes. Every 
precaution is taken in the manufacture to make sure 
that the cigarettes leave the factory in good condition.

“We regret your experience and, under separate 
cover, we are mailing you a few packages. It is our 
hope that you will continue to enjoy smoking Chest
erfield King Size cigarettes.”

the elements of the crime. Judge Ryan denied the 
motion.

After the first week of the trial, Bruce—who had 
acted as his own attorney for three days—flew to Los 
Angeles. He was promptly arrested on suspicion of 
possession of narcotics.

When the Chicago case resumed, Judge Ryan in
structed Bruce’s attorney to make a formal move for 
postponement. This he did, but the Judge denied the 
motion, forfeited Bruce’s $500 bond, issued a warrant 
for his arrest, and asked the State’s Attorney to start 
extradition proceedings.

Next day the jury found Lenny Bruce guilty as 
charged.

One year ago, a San Francisco jury found Bruce 
not guilty of obscenity. His material, arresting officers 
admitted, didn’t arouse their prurient interest. In Chi
cago, Judge Ryan refused to permit that line o f cross- 
examination by the defense.

At this writing, Bruce is working at the Off-Broad
way night club in San Francisco. Their newspaper ads 
make this generous offer: “No cover charge for patrol
men in uniform.”

Strangers have been offering illegal drugs to Bruce 
in San Francisco. Two men from the narcotics squad 
climbed through the window of his twelfth-floor hotel 
room, after a friend of Bruce refused to let them 
through the door. They searched the premises. Bruce’s 
friend asked for a warrant. He was told, “Shove it up 
your ass.”

Says Bruce: “There seems to be a pattern—that 
I'm a mad dog and they have to get me no matter what 
—the end justifies the means.” '

It’s likely, though, that the Chicago verdict will be 
reversed upon appeal; the freedom-of-speech aspect of 
the case would seem to overshadow even the corruption 
of Chicago politics and the erosion of religious mor
ality.

Mayor Richard Daley, who comes up for re-election 
in April, certainly knows on which side of the crucifix 
his votes are greased. \Postscript: He won.]

Yet, with all the talk about “Catholic pressure” go
ing around, when Bruce’s attorney, Earle Zaidins, de
cided to ask Father John Branahan of the Chicago 
Archdiocese for a statement denying same, the priest 
refused. In true Christian spirit, he said he would do 
nothing to help “that little dirty-mouthed man.”

Nor would Judge Ryan allow Captain McDermott 
(“I’m speaking as a Catholic”) to take the witness 
stand, on the grounds that his testimony would be ex
traneous to the issue before the court.

Every Democratic judge elected in Chicago must
June 1943http://www.ep.tc/realist
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give one-third of his salary to the Democratic Party 
for ten years. (In New York, a total of only one year’s 
salary is the price of a judgeship—but, then, that’s 
merely for Adolescent Court.) However, in the case of 
Judge Daniel Ryan, the obscene interrelationship be
tween church and politics and justice may really be 
extraneous to the issue of his judicial motivation.

“There are judges,” Lenny Bruce once said, “who 
get a sexual satisfaction out of giving heavy sentences: 
T hereby sentence you to 20 years—quick, bailiff, give 
me my Kleenex!’ ”
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New York 12. N. Y.
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Crap Parade o f  1962 . . .  by Bob Ab«i

In search of a safe place in this trou
bled old world, a group of Long Island
ers moved to Chico, Calif., in late 1961. 
Last May, a Titan missile blew up in 
its silo at a nearby base (the Long 
Islanders hadn’t known of the base 
when they moved); there were no casu
alties, other than the theory that Chico 
is safer than anywhere else.

• • ♦
The Positive Power of Neutralist 

Thinking: Prime Minister Nehru re
jected diplomatic ties with Israel be
cause such a move would “upset the 
power balance in the Middle East.” 
Israel’s policies, he said, arc “hostile 
and aggressive.”

• * *  *

Jerry Lewis returned with his wife 
to their 5-room suite at New York’s 
Essex House to find that the family 
jewels were stolen. Police—and then 
reporters—inquired as to the size of 
the heist. “About $165,000 of the jcwel- 
was my w ife’s—the rest was mine,” 
Lewis saul, adding, “but you can’t 
measure what it was worth in heart 
value.” Then he promptly did just that: 
“Maybe three and a half million. . . .”

♦ • *

In Detroit, the police decided not to 
buy any more compact cars because a 
6-month test showed that little cars 
“detract from the image of the police 
officer as a figure of strength and au
thority.” In Philadelphia, the century- 
old Union league Club hired n public 
relations agency to project an image 
of “aggressive patriotism.”

» » o
The most swivel-headed comment on 

the Supreme Court school prayer deci
sion was made by an Alabama Demo
crat, Rep. George Andrews: “They’ve 
put the Negroes into the schools and 
now they’ve driven God out.”

* * *
In his latest riposte, titled “Why Not 

Victory: A Fresh I,ook at American 
Foreign Policy,” fresh-looking Barry 
Goldwater said: “It does not help any 
to adopt the notion that communism is 
spawned by poverty, disease and other 
social and economic conditions. Com
munism is spawned by Communists, 
and Communists alone.”

* • ♦
The moral debate of the year con

cerned the execution of Adolf Eich- 
mann, but it was not made public until 
after his death that most of the Israelis 
who wrote to President Itzhak Ben-Zvi 
favored sparing Eichmann’s life, and 
that a majority of the pleas for clem
ency from around the world came from 
Jews.
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After refusing an export license to 
a Seattle firm seeking to clear the way 
for a possible sale of surplus American 
grain to starving Red China, the Ad
ministration left the door open, as they 
say, for a possible transaction some 
time in the future.• • *

In view of President Kennedy’s re
cent tax program, we note that Art 
Linkletter — non-author of "Kids Say 
the Most Unsuspecting Scatological 
Things”—waxed seriously before a con
vention of the Investment Bankers of 
America. Income taxes should not be 
graduated according to income levels, 
he said, proposing instead that an 
across-the-board tax be leveled at 23% 
of income. This would raise the tax of 
the “average taxpayer” 3%, he said, 
neglecting to add that his own tax 
structure would be considerably low
ered.

(This is a miniature reproduction of 
the #39 cover cartoon referred to at 
the bottom of page 11.)

“Now it’s his turn and then 
me again. . . .”

N » /
The Fine Art of Headlines:. A New

York Times head, "Mrs. Lawford to
Visit Child Traffic Victims,” hardly told
the story, wrhich reported that Pat Law.
ford had been ordered by a judge to
visit injured children and inspect
wrecked cars as a penalty for driving
without her license.* * ♦

A. U.S. Information Agency reporter 
covering the John Glenn ceremonies in 
Congress, was hustled out of the place 
because he was broadcasting in Rus
sian. And the official Glenn flight film 
was shown by all three networks, but 
the CBS edition one-upped the others 
with an opening commercial which de
picted a future spaceman using a prod
uct to prevent bad breath.

*  *  *

Time magazine’s rationale for its 
choice of Pope John as “Man of the 
Year” was his bringing of “Christi
anity to a new confrontation with the 
world.” On June 30th, the Vatican ob
jected to a Jesuit w riter’s effort to in
troduce the theory of evolution into 
theology.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Issue #40 was dated Dec.; issue 

#41 is dated June. To catch up with 
postal requirements—and get ahead of 
ourselves in the process—we’ve skipped 
5 months. Subscriptions are figured by 
number only and won’t be affected. 
Next issue (dated Sept, since we don't 
publish in July or Aug.) out in June.

Independent film-makers need $100,- 
000 to produce full-length, documen
tary-type, sympathetic movie on abor
tion. I’ve been impressed by their past 
work, and am investing $1,000; would 
like 99 others to join me; 50*̂  of prof
its to be divided among investors.

Mac Mallory, colored, mother of two, 
is fighting to escape extradition to 
Klan-bound Monroe, N.C., on framed- 
up kidnap charge (see issue #321. 
where conviction is almost certain: 20 
years to life. She had fled to Ohio 
where the FBI arrested her. William 
Worthy suggests “mobilizing a tre
mendous show of strength outside Cu
yahoga County Jail in Cleveland when 
those Monroe deputy sheriffs arrive, 
with handcuffs and chains, to claim 
their piece of doomed flesh. . . . Would 
not Ohio’s governor be forced to take 
a second look at the wisdom of his de
cision if Americans by the hundreds 
peaceably blocked each of the jail ex
its, from the moment (in April, May 
or, more likely. June) that Mrs. Mal
lory loses her last appeal in the Fed
eral courts? In Boston, in Cleveland 
and in many oth^r northern communi
ties. there are splendid precedents for 
such a demonstration from the Aboli
tionist days when Americans still be
lieved passionately and acted accord
ingly.”

NPP (Neighborhood Pilot Project) 
needs a bus to take kids on trips during 
summer: also, financing thru private 
school of bright ex-gang member being 
wasted in public education system.

Situations wanted: Madalyn Mur
ray, attorney and psychiatric social 
worker, has been told by newsmen 
from all over the country that she’ll 
never get a job in their cities; Aggie 
Dodd, conscientious secretary, was 
pressured out of her job after NPP 
article in issue #31; Handyman, ex
perienced, suffers from Grand Mai epi
lepsy, siezure approx, once a month, 
can paint, put up wallpaper, lay lino
leum tile, fix bathroom tile, fix furni
ture. handle lathe.

One-year-old experimental commun
al marriage in Seattle, consisting of 4 
males and 4 females between ages of 
21 and 33, 4 pre-teenage children, 
wishes additional members; hopes to 
establish its own schools, clinics, art 
groups, publications and industry.

Jazz concert for benefit of Village 
Aid & Service Center to rehabilitate 
narcotic addicts, on Mon., Apr. 22. from 
9 PM to 3 AM (with comic relief at 
11:30 by yours truly) at the Village 
Gate in N.Y. For ticket info, call Jud- 
son Memorial Church, LF 3-5656.
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